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P. T. Deutermann's previous novels of the US Navy in World War II - Pacific Glory, Ghosts of
Bungo Suido, and Sentinels of Fire - have been acclaimed by reviewers and readers for their
powerful drama and authentic detail.In The Commodore, the Navy in 1942-1943 is fighting a
losing battle against Japan for control of the Solomon Islands. Vice Admiral William "Bull" Halsey
is tasked to change the course of the war. Halsey, a maverick, goes on the offensive and
appoints a host of new destroyer commanders, including a wild-card named Harmon Wolf. An
American Indian from a Minnesota reservation, Wolf has never fit in with the traditional Navy
officer corps. But under Halsey, Wolf's aggressive tactics and gambling nature bring immediate
results, and he is swiftly promoted to Commodore of an entire destroyer squadron.What
happens next will change Wolf's life, career, and the fate of his ships forever. An epic story of
courage, disaster, survival, and triumph that culminates in the pivotal battle of Vela Gulf, The
Commodore is a masterful novel of an unlikely military hero.
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John B. King, GuadalcanalThe sound-powered phone mounted above his rack squeaked.No-o-
o, he moaned. Too early. His eyelids felt like they were glued together.A second squeak, slightly
more emphatic. With his eyes still closed, he groped for the handset, pressed the button, and
said, “Captain.” Croaked was more like it.“Good morning, Captain, Ensign Belay, junior officer of
the deck, here,” said an annoyingly bright voice. “The Frisco’s coming in.”Frisco, he thought,
ordering his right eye to open. It refused. The heavy cruiser San Francisco. She’d been the
flagship during the big dustup last night. Everyone was wondering how the cruisers had fared
this time. Hopefully better than the first time they had gone up against Jap cruisers out in the
waters around Savo Island.“How’s she look?”“Beat up, sir,” the JOOD said. “Especially up in the
pilothouse, flag bridge area. Somebody worked ’em over pretty good.”“Somebody,” he thought,
would be the Japanese cruiser formation known as the Tokyo Express.He sighed. The damned
Japs were still the masters of the night fight, them and their horrendous Long Lance
torpedoes.“She under her own power?” he asked.“Yes, sir, but there’s no waterline showing, and
her forwardmost turret doesn’t look right. Pointed over the side instead of centerlined. It also
looks like they’re doing a water washdown topside, for some strange reason.”“They’re probably
washing debris, blood, and human body parts over the side, Mister Belay.”He could actually hear
the JOOD gulp at that. Ensign Brian Belay, God love him. The jokes had been endless. He
reminded himself once again to stop picking on the ensigns. “I’ll be up,” he said. “But I need
some coffee, please.”“Right away, Cap’n.”He hung up the Bakelite handset and finally convinced
his right eye to open. His cabin didn’t look any different. Sixteen feet long, seven feet wide, a
gray steel bureau with drawers, a tiny closet for hanger gear, and a built-in desk. The bed folded
back into the bulkhead and became a couch. One desk chair. One porthole, dogged shut. A tiny
head forward with a shower, steel sink, and steel commode. The cabin had been carpeted when
the ship was first commissioned, but the carpeting had been ripped out back in Pearl when they
took off all the nonessential combustibles.He’d hit the sack well after midnight still in his uniform,
which hadn’t done its military bearing any good. He had managed to get his sea boots off. Well,



mostly off. They were both still on the end of the bed. With two eyes open now he looked at his
watch. Zero five thirty. Reveille in a half hour. He tried to shake the cobwebs out of his brain. He’d
once entertained the quaint notion that once he became the captain, he might get to sleep in
from time to time. Fat chance, especially these days.The ship, USS John B. King—his ship, he
reminded himself—was supposed to chop to the Guadalcanal cruiser group at noon today,
which meant he’d probably be taking a boat ride once the flagship anchored. If he was going to
see the admiral, he needed a shower and a clean, pressed set of khakis. He wondered if there
was fresh water available. Even his brand-new destroyer barely distilled enough fresh water for a
day’s consumption by a crew of 330, and that was only after the boiler feed-water tanks had
been topped off.He swung out of the bed, pushed it back up into the bulkhead, and headed for
the shower, recalling the sweet-mannered Marine captain back during plebe summer yelling “Aw-
right, maggots, off your dead asses and on your dying feet!” at every reveille. And then blowing a
trumpet over the amplified announcing system. Sixteen years ago. No—that’s when he’d
graduated. Twenty years ago, when he’d been a brand-new plebe.Great God, he thought, he
was truly getting old. But: in command, and in command of USS John B. King, DD-711, a brand-
new, 2,100-ton, Fletcher-class destroyer, no less. He was one of only six commanders from his
class in command in this year of our Lord 1942. He smiled at the thought of what his superior
brethren back at the Boat School would have thought of that. Sluff Wolf? In command? No way
in hell, that’s what they would have thought. Showed them.His real name was Harmon Wolf. He
was a Naval Academy graduate from the class of 1926. His parents were both from the Iron
Range territory of Minnesota. His father had been a full-blooded Red Lake Chippewa who drove
the giant ore trucks from the taconite open-pit mines to the railhead. His mother was the
daughter of an Irish family who’d emigrated to the United States from Canada. Since the little
town he’d grown up in was adjacent to the Red Lake reservation, his father had insisted that he
spend time on the reservation learning about his Indian heritage. His mother tried equally hard to
enmesh young Harmon in the clutches of the Roman Catholic Church. When he’d finally
submitted to the coming-of-age ceremony on the reservation, he’d been given the Indian name
of Wolf Who Walks in Smoke. Neither of his parents could quite figure that one out, and young
Harmon had later come to believe that it had been his paternal uncle’s idea of a joke, the smoke
an oblique reference to the Catholic High Mass tradition of the priest walking down the main
aisle swinging a censer. His uncle was the tribe’s Mide, which loosely translated to Medicine
Man, although he was also a fourth-degree member of the tribe’s Midewiwin and thus one of the
most powerful mystical councillors.The young Wolf did well in school, excelling in mathematics
and becoming something of a star on the school’s football team as a kicker. His success at
school was the result of his mother’s Irish heritage and her conviction that education was the
best and probably the only way to keep her son out of the taconite pits of the Mesabi Range.
That notion was strongly reinforced when Harmon’s father overturned an ore truck crossing a
river bridge during a rainstorm. They eventually found the truck, but not the driver. Without his
father’s income, Harmon and his mother moved onto the reservation as wards of the tribe, and in



particular his uncle, the Mide. Having been to the white man’s school for several years, Harmon
was more than a little skeptical of all the mysterious ceremonies and secret signs surrounding
his uncle. His mother, ever practical, told him to be politely respectful and to keep his mouth
shut.The contrast between Harmon’s academic achievements and those of the rest of the
reservation children led to a scholarship to Saint John’s University, northwest of the Twin Cities.
During his first year there the country went into a sharp depression and he began to wonder
what he would do after college. When two military recruiters showed up on campus extolling the
good deal offered by the two service academies—four years of college for free—he jumped at it
and went after an appointment to both the Naval Academy and West Point. He made the cut for
both, but gained only a third alternate appointment. Since all he knew about West Point was that
there was a mountain nearby called Storm King, and since he’d had enough of cold dark
mountains, he concentrated on the Navy appointment. When the principal appointee and the
first two alternates to Annapolis failed their physical exams, Harmon got the nod.He had no
problem passing the physical. He wasn’t very tall, only five-eight, but he was built like a steel fire
hydrant, all chest and shoulders, and somewhat bandy-legged, like his father. He was
undoubtedly the homeliest candidate the entrance examining board had ever seen, with deeply
tanned skin, spiky black hair, a huge nose, piercing black eyes, pronounced cheekbones, and a
downturned, almost scowling mouth. He didn’t know he was scowling—that was just his face. He
was very strong, having worked as a choker setter for a logging firm in the north woods every
summer during high school. Thanks to his mother he’d been an avid reader since childhood and
thus had an exceptional vocabulary, but his physical appearance made him stand out from the
almost homogeneous stream of young, white, middle-class men flowing through the physical
exam center.His prospective classmates didn’t know quite what to make of him, and there were
certainly racial underpinnings to how they looked at him. Harmon knew all about that, having
taken quite a bit of racial crap from white kids in the town. His uncle had taught him how to fold
into himself when the taunts came. He would hunker down, settle his face into a cold mask,
condense his body into a posture that hinted at explosive rage, and then lock those obsidian
eyes on the biggest and noisiest of his tormentors. Just as his uncle had predicted, that pose
made anyone picking on him suddenly uneasy. The admission docs passed him, but without
much enthusiasm. The full admissions board noted his math score on the academy entrance
exam plus his record of athletic ability, and he was in.His name at the academy was simply
Harmon Wolf, the mystical Indian name having been set aside by the academy’s entrance
examination board with much rolling of eyes. Some of his classmates joked that Wolf must have
been the inspiration for the so-called buffalo nickel, and even he had to admit the resemblance.
In those days, as now, it was important that every midshipman eventually acquire his academy
nickname. There were, of course, complicated and deeply traditional rules about that. If a
midshipman named William dated or eventually became engaged to a woman named Mary, for
instance, then her nickname became Billy and his nickname became Mary. All Gibsons became
Hoot. Anyone with an obviously German name was called Dutch.Harmon Wolf posed something



of a problem in this regard, and he didn’t acquire his academy handle until he first went out for
varsity football as a walk-on in the beginning of his second year.Two seniors from the varsity
team dressed out in workout gear took one look at the short stack walking into the locker room
and burst out laughing. One asked the young Harmon Wolf what his name was.“Sluff Wolf,” he
said.“Sluff?” the biggest guy said. He was probably six-three in height and just as wide. “What
kinda name is that?”“It’s easier than saying short little ugly fat fucker,” Harmon replied as he
began to change out of his class uniform and into sweats.That produced more laughter, but one
of them still wanted to know what a guy his size was doing here trying out for Navy varsity
football. “So,” he continued, a lineman trying for wit, “Sluff. You here to play football or be the
football?”More laughter. Sluff finished changing and went to the footlocker to find some cleats.
“I’m here to kick the football,” he said. “Don’t have to be cow-sized to kick a football.”“Who you
calling a cow, there, half-pint,” the monster said, getting a little angry now. Sluff turned
around.“Can you catch a football?” he asked quietly.The lineman said of course he could.“Okay,
then,” Sluff said. “See you at the tryout.”“We’re already varsity, dumb-ass,” another guy said,
looking around at his buddies. “We’re not here to try out. We’re here to show you what the front
line looks like when you try to get past us.”“I’m a kicker,” Sluff said. “I don’t mess with front lines.
Front lines are there to keep me safe until I get that kick away. Anyway, how’s about I boot one to
you and see if you can hold on to it?”“Is that some kinda challenge, there, shrimp?”“It’s Sluff, not
shrimp. But if you’re afraid, well…”The big guy hooted and said he’d see him out there. “You kick
one to me,” he said. “Then I’ll throw a tackle to you, how ’bout it?”Sluff smiled and strolled out to
the field. He joined about two dozen other sophomores who were there to try out. An assistant
coach put them all into a calisthenics drill, followed by some sideline sprints, which were the
quickest way to weed out the absolutely hopeless ones. Then they divided up into their
purported specialties. Sluff was the only candidate for kicker. The main reason that he was trying
out was that he’d found out the varsity kicker had failed two of his end-of-term exams in May and
had been sent home. The Naval Academy took good care of its football team, but every one of
them still had to take eighteen credit hours of an engineering curriculum and pass every course,
every semester. The vacancy was a matter of some concern to the coaching staff.Another of the
assistant coaches came over, introduced himself, and asked if Sluff had ever played ball before.
He said yes, high school, but he hadn’t had time during his plebe year for any sports other than
the required extracurricular stuff. The coach took him out to the thirty-yard line, handed him a
football, and asked him to punt one through the goalposts. Harmon rolled the ball around in his
hands for a moment, nodded, and then began to walk away in the opposite direction, toward
midfield.“Hey, sport,” the coach called after him. “Where you goin’?”“Need more room,” Harmon
said over his shoulder.He stopped when he got to the fifty-yard line, and then did some
stretching exercises for a couple of minutes. The guys who’d been harassing him were over on
the sideline now, and his new best friend was making sarcastic comments about ratey
youngsters, “youngster” being the academy term for a sophomore. The assistant coach was still
down on the thirty, looking pointedly at his watch. Sluff did a couple of jumping jacks; then,



cradling the ball between his two hands, he kicked it high over the goalposts and all the way into
the end-zone stands, where it bounced back down to the field. He kicked it so hard that the
sound caught the attention of the other coaches and most of the varsity team members, all of
whom turned to look as that ball sailed over the goalposts. When the ball finally landed, there
was a momentary hush on the practice field. The assistant coach looked at the ball and then
back up field at Sluff Wolf.“Can you do that again?” he called.“All day, coach,” Sluff called back.
“But I need a football.”To his surprise the big lineman came trotting out onto the field with a
couple of footballs. He handed one to Sluff and then said, “Welcome to varsity ball, there, Sluff
Wolf.” Then he grinned and offered a paw.Sluff played for three years and made the difference in
enough games to become something of a sports celebrity in the Brigade of Midshipmen. When
the team was in a tight spot and this short fella with the birth-control face ambled out onto the
field, the Brigade would start chanting, “Sluff, Sluff, Sluff,” getting a little louder with each chant.
The Navy side would go silent when the ball was finally snapped, and then, when it sailed
through the goalposts and up into the stands, they’d roar one last “Sluff!” In unison. For the rest
of his Navy career, Sluff it was.Sluff Wolf did well academically at the academy, finishing up
eleventh in his class of the 424 midshipmen who were actually commissioned. During the winter
athletic season he liked to box, and he helped take the Navy intercollegiate boxing team to a
divisional championship in his senior year. After graduation he served in the typical career
pattern of shipboard assignments in battleships and cruisers. At one point in the early thirties
he’d tried out for the nascent naval aviation program, but failed out for what the instructors called
“inappropriate temperament.” One of his instructors had sneeringly called him a jumped-up
woods nigger. Sluff had picked him up and thrown him through a window—from the second
story of the hangar building, where the classrooms were. The instructor fell on a biplane wing
and thus survived the fall, but Sluff’s aviation career was over.That incident also ended his
traditional career path in the spit-and-polish battleship navy. He was subsequently detailed to
the wild and woolly destroyer force. There he found his niche. Destroyers were small, fast,
heavily armed for their size, and hard-riding fighting ships, manned by men who liked to fight.
Everyone knew everyone in the destroyer force, and Wolf’s personality and even his fierce
appearance became a perfect fit. Now, after sixteen years of commissioned service, Sluff Wolf
had made it to his own destroyer command. He was not entirely sure how that had happened,
because he’d always had the feeling that he’d never quite achieved full acceptance into the all
white, all-academy, and still very formal Navy officer corps.At the beginning of the Pacific war,
the Navy could accurately be described as a thoroughly hidebound, white-gloved, tradition-
jacketed bureaucratic institution ruled by aging officers who stayed in at their current rank until
someone senior to them retired—or died. Then and only then could they move up in the Navy’s
glacially slow promotion system, especially during the Great Depression. Change, especially
any technological advance, was viewed with deep suspicion, sometimes to the point of
absurdity: on the Day of Infamy, as Franklin Roosevelt labeled the Pearl Harbor attack, the call to
battle stations on every one of the doomed battleships moored at Ford Island had been sounded



by a bugler stationed in the “top hampers” of those cage masts. Horatio Lord Nelson would have
recognized that bugle call.And now, Sluff thought, we’re finally here, the ship patrolling two miles
off bloody Guadalcanal, where the sounds of desultory artillery fire were audible over the noise
of the ship’s vent fans. They’d pulled in at 0130, having safely escorted four transports from the
port of Nouméa in New Caledonia up to Guadalcanal to bring desperately needed supplies to
the Marines, who were apparently clinging to their dusty airfield by their tobacco-stained
fingernails. The transports had gone to their anchorages and begun unloading in the dark, trying
to get as much stuff as possible off-loaded before Jap torpedo bombers showed up at
midmorning. A second tin can prowled the coastline, shooting back at the occasional Jap shore
battery trying its luck in the transport anchorage area. J. B. King had set up a patrol box to the
south of the transports, guarding against Jap subs sneaking in from the Sealark Channel.During
the early hours of the morning he’d received voice radio reports that the American cruiser force
was returning to Lunga Point, right off Henderson Field. Between the rainsqualls and the
overcast, it had been so dark that none of King’s people could make out what kind of shape the
cruisers were in, but the radar had shown at least four big ships entering the area. That meant
they were still afloat, which was an improvement over the first engagement with the Tokyo
Express.Emerging from the head after his badly needed shower, he found his steward, a gray-
headed black man whom the entire crew called Old Mose, laying out a clean uniform. There was
a tiny silver tray on his desk with a mug of fresh coffee and a sweet roll nestled in a white linen
napkin. Mose knew his captain’s fondness for fresh-baked cinnamon rolls.“Mornin’ Cap’n,” Mose
intoned with a bright smile. Nothing fazed Old Mose. Not yet, anyway. Not for the first time Sluff
reflected that the ship and her eager but green crew had not yet “faced the elephant,” as they
used to say during the Civil War. And neither have I, he had to admit.“Mose, how are you?” he
said, as if nothing was bothering him, either. “What’s the weather topside?”“Hit gonna rain, sure
as anythin’,” Mose said, nodding wisely. “Already done did. Like a damn cow pissin’ on a flat
rock, too. Man alive, it was pone down.”Sluff told Mose that he expected to be summoned to the
flagship sometime that morning, assuming there was no air raid.“Lemme give them dress shoes
a lick and a polish, then,” Mose said, handing over a clean and pressed khaki shirt and trousers,
the shirt sporting two bright silver oak leaves on the collars. Still getting used to being a three-
striper, Sluff gave them a proud glance. Then the sound-powered phone squeaked
again.“Captain.”“We’re getting a flashing light from the Helena, Captain,” Ensign Belay
reported.“What are they saying, Mister Belay?” Sluff asked. Mose, eavesdropping as always,
grinned. Everyone knew that there wasn’t an ensign in the entire fleet who could read flashing
light.“I’ll find out, sir,” Belay answered promptly. “Oh, and we’ve also IDed Atlanta and Juneau in
the area.”“How do they look?”“Juneau, well, XO says she’s sagging amidships. He thinks her
keel’s broken. And Atlanta has a big port list on her and she’s black from stem to stern. She looks
pretty bad, Cap’n. XO thinks he can see Mike boats alongside, like maybe they’re taking people
off.”Oh, shit, not again, Sluff thought as a chill gripped his bowels. “Very well,” he sighed. “What’s
the air picture look like?”“Combat reports nothing on our air search, but Cactus says they’ll be



launching strikes at first light. They’re going after a Jap convoy northwest of Savo Island. Also,
there’s radio scuttlebutt that there’s a Jap battlewagon still out there, just north of Savo.”Savo
Island wasn’t that far away, Sluff thought. If there was a wounded Jap battleship out there,
nobody here was safe. “Lemme talk to XO,” he said.Lieutenant Commander Bob Frey, his
executive officer and second-in-command, picked up. A Steady Eddy if there ever was one, he’d
been three years behind Sluff at Annapolis.“Another bloodletting, XO?”“Sure looks like it, Cap’n.
One of the signalmen’s been shooting the breeze with Frisco, and they’re saying there were two
Jap battlewagons out there, and that both of our admirals were killed. Skipper of Helena has
assumed command.”Sluff felt another cold shock. Admirals didn’t get killed. Did they? Please
God, not again, he thought. We don’t have any more heavy cruisers.“And what’s this about a Jap
BB still out there?”“That’s what Combat’s hearing over the Cactus control nets. Some of their
strikes are going after a troop convoy up the Slot; others are going to finish off a Jap battlewagon
who’s out there going in circles.”“All right,” Sluff said. “I think we better get to GQ, then. All those
Japs on Guadalcanal will see and report the cripples, and then Rabaul’s gonna send a bunch of
Bettys down here to finish it.”“If I may suggest, I recommend sounding reveille first,” Frey said.
“Then tell everyone what’s going on. Give ’em fifteen minutes to hit the head and get some
coffee, then go to GQ. We should be safe as long as there’s no bogeys actually inbound.”“Make
it so,” Sluff said. “I’ll be right up.”He reflected that this was one of his exec’s strengths:
consideration for the crew. It wasn’t as if they weren’t trained. Sound GQ, they’d all be on station
with the ship buttoned up in under three minutes. If an attack was actually inbound, that’s what
they’d be doing. But this way the crew would be able to wake up, learn what was going on, have
time to do their morning necessaries, and then hustle to their GQ stations.The radio messenger
knocked and came in, bearing a sheaf of naval messages bound onto a steel medical clipboard.
Outside, the announcing-system speaker in the wardroom passageway cut loose with the shrill
whistle of the bosun’s call, sounding reveille. This was followed by the exec, explaining what was
going on and urging all hands to be ready to answer the GQ alarm in fifteen minutes.“Anything
hot, Rogers?” Sluff asked, still trying to digest what the exec had told him. It was then that he
noticed that Radioman Third Class Rogers looked positively pale as he handed over the
clipboard. “The op report from last night, sir,” he said, shaking his head. “They got creamed, sir.
They ran into fuc—uh, battleships.”Rogers left the cabin without another word. That was unusual.
The crew depended on gossip from the radio gang to find out what was going on. The radio
messengers would usually linger in the captain’s cabin to find out what the ship was going to do
next. As if the captain knew, Sluff thought. Destroyers were the workhorses of the fleet, and any
given day’s plans usually changed hourly as admirals or commodores made snap decisions. A
day on a destroyer where everything went by the plan for that day usually meant that the ship
had missed a message.He finished dressing, sat down at his desk, and opened the metal
clipboard, while Mose perched on the couch and gave Sluff’s uniform shoes a quick polish. His
heart sank as he read the short but sad report, sent out by the skipper of the Helena. While John
B. King had been making the milk run from the U.S. base at Nouméa, six hundred miles away,



the cruiser force had gone out into the waters north of Guadalcanal looking for trouble. Trouble,
in the form of a Jap surface-action task group containing not one but two battleships, had more
than obliged. For some odd reason there had been two admirals in the task group last night,
Rear Admiral Dan Callaghan, embarked in heavy cruiser San Francisco, in charge, and Rear
Admiral Norman Scott, embarked in light cruiser Atlanta, apparently just along for the ride. The
report confirmed that both flag officers had been killed in the ensuing gunfight.That was stark
enough news. The senior officer left alive in San Francisco, the flagship, was a lieutenant
commander. Four American destroyers had been sunk outright. The other two, although
damaged, were out there now searching for survivors. The antiaircraft light cruiser Atlanta,
anchored now somewhere nearby and barely afloat, was so badly damaged that the Marines
were indeed shuttling landing craft out to her to take her crew to safety ashore. Given the
Marines’ situation, surrounded by Jap army units, “safety” was a relative term, so Atlanta must
be in imminent danger of sinking.The antiaircraft light cruiser Juneau had been torpedoed and
was also barely afloat, apparently with a broken keel. The heavy cruiser Portland was going
around in circles out in the sound after being torpedoed in the stern. The skipper of the heavy
cruiser Helena, which had also been damaged, had assumed command of what was left of the
cruiser force. Amazingly, the report was claiming that one of the Japanese battleships had been
knocked out of the fight. Who the hell managed that, Sluff wondered.He downed his coffee and
then decided he’d better get topside right now. As dawn broke, there’d almost certainly be Jap
air raids from the airfields up in the Shortlands, or even Rabaul itself. As he opened his cabin
door he almost collided with the chief signalman, Chief Hawkins, who had a visual signal pad on
a clipboard, which he handed to the captain. The chief had that “stand by, everything’s changed
again” expression on his face.“What now, Chief?” Sluff asked as he scanned the brief message,
knowing that the chief would have read it on his way down from the signal bridge. Like the radio
gang, the signalmen were a prime source for the hot scoop.“Gonna go find the Washington and
the South Dakota and report for duty,” Hawkins answered crisply. He was a short but muscular
man, mid-thirties, with a permanently sun- and wind-burned face and startling white eyebrows,
the product of hours spent topside supervising the guys who worked the signal lights and the
flag bags.“Right,” Sluff said, initialing the message form. “Take this to XO on the bridge and tell
him I said to get the navi-guesser to lay out a track. Make sure they see this in Combat, too.”“Aye,
aye, sir,” the chief said, and took the ladder up to the bridge two steps at a time. Sluff followed,
trying to ignore the growing pit in his stomach. Last night our cruiser force got mauled by Jap
battleships. Apparently Admiral Halsey, in command of everything but back in Nouméa, had
decided to up the ante.You wanted to see some action, he told himself. Here it
comes.TWOGuadalcanalA chorus of “Captain’s on the bridge” greeted him as he stepped
through the pilothouse door. He refilled his coffee mug from the chart-table coffeepot and then
went over to his captain’s chair on the starboard side of the bridge. Outside, it had begun to rain
again, a heavy South Pacific squall that drummed on the overhead and made conversation
pointless and visibility impossible. The only benefit was that these heavy showers washed the



paint-eating salt and boiler soot off the weather decks. Sunrise was a half hour away, but the
tropical dawn made the ship plenty visible should Jap torpedo bombers appear out of the rain
clouds.“Where’s XO?” he asked.“Gone down to Combat,” the officer of the deck, Lieutenant
Junior Grade Heimbach, replied.He reread the visual signal: J. B. King detached first light.
Proceed RDVU with TF 64, est. posit. 80 miles west of Cape Esperance. Report for screening
duty NLT 1800K. Maintain strict radio silence. Advise CTF 64 fuel and ammo status en route.
Hoover sends. Acknowledge.Sluff didn’t know the complete composition of Task Force 64, so he
called down to Combat on the bitch-box and asked them to look it up. Then he called the chief
engineer to get a fuel report. They’d topped off before leaving Nouméa, and the transit to Cactus
had been done at a relatively slow twelve knots to accommodate the transports, so they should
be at 80-something percent. The engineer, Lieutenant Cliff Harper, called back and reported 80
percent on the nose.Sluff considered that number. They were ten miles south and east of Cape
Esperance, so a ninety-mile transit to the rendezvous, assuming the big guys showed up on
time. That meant they would join up at something less than 80 percent. On the other hand, there
were fuel barges only about twelve miles away in the harbor of Tulagi. J. B. King didn’t have to
make the rendezvous until 1800, so they basically had all day. He decided to divert into Tulagi,
top off the fuel, and then take off for the rendezvous. At twenty knots, it should only take five and
a half hours.The XO called back up to the bridge and reported that Task Force 64 was
composed of the fast battleships Washington and South Dakota, accompanied by just two
destroyers, the Calhoun and the Morgan. Rear Admiral W. A. “Ching” Lee was the task force
commander. Sluff told the XO that they would first divert to Tulagi to scrounge more fuel, and
then head for the rendezvous. The exec acknowledged and said they’d send up a course
recommendation for the drive over to Tulagi, which was an excellent harbor on Florida Island,
visible across the sound.A battleship force, Sluff thought. The situation after last night’s
engagement was bad enough that Halsey had cut loose two battleships from the Enterprise
carrier group to come up to Guadalcanal to revisit last night’s debacle? It frustrated him that he
didn’t know what was planned for tonight, but that was life in the fleet. The big bosses often left
their destroyers completely in the dark as to what the immediate plan was, relying instead on
voice radio orders telling them to go there or to do this as the tactical situation dictated. The
destroyers’ principal mission was to “screen” the heavies. If they were in transit from point A to B,
look and listen for lurking Jap subs. If an air raid developed, close the big guys and shoot down
attacking torpedo bombers while trying not to get run over by the capital ships as they twisted
and turned to get away from approaching ordnance. The good news was that the bosses rarely
told the destroyermen how to do their jobs. The bad news was that the tin can sailors never quite
knew what the hell was going on until it landed on them.The rain stopped suddenly, as it usually
did. One minute, a deluge. The next, a steam bath as the hot steel decks evaporated all that
moisture. Sluff looked out the porthole nearest his chair, which gave him a view of the dirt-strip
Marine air base known as Cactus, which was the field’s radio call sign. He saw a veritable
parade of aircraft taking off, one after another, with their landing lights flickering through the palm



trees as the pilots tried to see through the clouds of dust each time one left, their massed
engines sounding like a disturbed hornets’ nest in the light of dawn.The bosun’s mate of the
watch opened the side doors that led out to the bridge wings, so Sluff got out of his chair,
grabbed his binocs, and went out to take a look. Behind them was the San Francisco, not
anchored, but not moving either. Helena, who’d sent them the flashing light message earlier, was
not in sight. Two miles behind the Frisco was what looked like the Juneau. She and Atlanta were
the same class, designated as antiaircraft light cruisers, mounting eight twin-barreled five-inch
mounts, six in line, three forward, three aft, and two more on the hip. He was pretty sure he was
looking at Juneau because he could see the sag the exec had been talking about. There was a
hundred-foot-long black smudge along her port side where the torpedo had gone off. He
realized that, if he could see that sag in her hull from here, she was not likely to make the trip
back to safety at Nouméa, some six hundred sea miles away.He looked around for the Atlanta,
but couldn’t find her. Then he saw a small swarm of boats congregating in an area closer to
shore, where there seemed to be a cloud of steam, light smoke, and disturbed water, about one
mile inshore of Juneau. Good grief, he thought, has she gone down? He looked hard to see what
they were doing over there, but the lenses were so badly fogged he couldn’t make out anything.
He stepped back in and called the signal bridge on the bitch-box.“Where’s Atlanta?” he
demanded.“She went down about five minutes ago, Cap’n,” Chief Hawkins replied. “Just before
that squall came in on us. Turned turtle, and then disappeared. They’d been taking people off for
an hour, so…”“Damn,” he said. “Okay, so is Helena still within flashing-light range?”There was a
moment’s pause, and then the chief said yes, although she was hull-down on the southeastern
horizon.“Wilco his last visual signal to us, if you can raise her.”The chief acknowledged. “Wilco”
was short for “I will comply,” which was a message that only a ship’s captain could send. “Wilco”
told the boss that the captain had seen and understood the order, and that his ship was able to
carry it out.Combat came up with a course for Tulagi Harbor, and the ship turned northeast to go
find some fuel oil. As they came out from under the lee of Lunga Point, they saw the Cactus dive-
bombers working over something large just beyond Savo Island. Whatever their target was, she
was still capable of shooting back, as the sky filled with black puffs of AA smoke. It was good to
know that the Japs had some cripples out there, too.The exec came up to the bridge from the
Combat Information Center, two decks below. The ship was still at general quarters, and Sluff
intended to keep the ship at GQ until they made it into Tulagi Harbor. It was only twelve miles
from Guadalcanal’s Lunga Point to Tulagi, but he felt pretty exposed out there in the sound. The
Jap air forces could come in at any time after sunrise, looking for the cripples, and he did not
want to get caught napping if they did. General quarters meant the bridge was crowded with
extra people: GQ phone-talkers, the officer of the deck and the junior officer of the deck, all the
quartermasters, extra lookouts, with everyone dressed out in a steel helmet, a kapok life jacket,
and personal battle-dressing medical kits. There wasn’t much noise as there wasn’t anything
happening, yet, and he’d clamped down on unnecessary chitchat on the sound-powered phone
circuits that spread throughout the ship like nerve bundles.“Officer of the deck, increase speed



to twenty-seven knots,” Sluff ordered. “Broad weave.”“Speed two seven, broad weave aye, sir,”
the OOD replied, and then gave the orders to the lee helmsman. Sluff could almost feel her jump
when the snipes opened the main steam throttles and poured on the oil. Normally he’d make a
transit at a more economical speed, but if they were going for fuel, why not get over there in a
hurry? Twenty-seven knots and the broad weave also made it harder for any lurking Jap subs to
set up a good solution.“Atlanta’s gone,” Sluff said to the exec, who was standing next to his
captain’s chair.“I heard,” Bob said. “Gotta wonder what were they thinking, putting light AA
cruisers in the line against Jap battleships.”“Yeah,” Sluff said, quietly. “You see the signal from
Helena?”“Yes, sir,” the exec said. “A battleship formation. That means that what happened last
night isn’t over.”“Precisely,” Sluff said. “The Japs are trying to get a bombardment group down
here to smash the Marines’ airfield once and for all. As long as the Cactus air force is intact, they
can’t resupply their army guys on the ’Canal.”At that moment, they both heard the sound of very
large shells coming in, making a heavy, sheet-ripping, wa-wa-wa sound as they rotated out of
the sky and smashed into the sea around them, raising bright green waterspouts a hundred feet
into the air.“Right full rudder,” Sluff shouted, jumping out of his chair. “Captain has the conn.”The
ship heeled to port as she cut her way around from an east-northeast heading toward Florida
Island to due south. “What the hell was that?!” Bob said, hanging on to the bridge counter as the
ship’s heel increased.“Steady one eight zero, then broad weave again,” Sluff ordered. He turned
to the exec. “That’s that wounded Jap battlewagon.”“Ain’t wounded nowhere enough,” the
bosun’s mate of the watch observed, as another four-gun salvo came howling in from the
northwest, raising four thundering waterspouts in their wake.Amen to that, Sluff thought, as he
silently urged his ship to open the range, and now would be nice. Battleships could shoot three-
thousand-pound shells from sixteen to twenty miles, and he had no idea how far away that Jap
was. He ordered another sharp course change to the east, keyed the bitch-box, and asked
Combat for a range to the battleship.“He’s not showing on radar, Cap’n. He’s probably up there
north of Savo Island, in the island’s radar shadow.”“How far is that?” Sluff asked.“Twenty-eight
thousand yards, Cap’n.” Fourteen miles, Sluff thought. Still too close.Then the incoming ceased.
The signal bridge gang, using their big-eyes telescopes, had finally spotted the battleship.
“There’s a crowd of dive-bombers over Savo,” the chief reported. “Looks like they’re goin’ after
that sumbitch.”Sluff felt a wave of relief. None too soon, he thought. One fourteen-inch-shell hit
could break J. B. King into little-bitty pieces.He ordered the officer of the deck to take the conn
and resume the course for Tulagi. The exec went to the chart table to confirm the proper
heading. Sluff sensed the crewmen on the bridge exhaling after seeing those monstrous shell
splashes rising up like watery giants all around them. Talons of doom, reaching for them, by
name. Some of the younger sailors were joking about getting away from a Jap battleship.Wait
until tonight, Sluff thought. This grudge match isn’t over. Somewhere out there was another Jap
battleship, with friends.THREEFifty miles southwest of Cape EsperanceThe signal bridge called
down at 1630 that they had the Washington’s director tower in sight on the big-eyes. The rest of
her thirty-six thousand tons was still hull-down on the horizon.“Send CTF Sixty-Four a ‘reporting



for duty’ signal,” Sluff ordered. “Once you establish comms, tell him we’re at ninety-five percent
fuel and ammo.”Combat called up and reported they held the two American battleships on radar
twenty-five miles out, headed north at twenty knots. There were three smaller pips out ahead of
the big ships. Sluff scanned the horizon for a sight of the big boys, but as yet couldn’t see them.
Even the horizon itself was hard to distinguish through all the humidity in the air. And that’s why
we paint our ships haze gray, he thought.J. B. King was making twenty-seven knots on an
intercept course that should put her in front of the battleship column. The seas were smooth, the
air was oppressive, and the sun, lower in the west, looked like a menacing bronze disk. Combat
had sent the day’s recognition codes up to the bridge and signal bridge, just in case the big boys
thought they might be a Jap tin can approaching and challenged them via flashing light.Fueling
had been a nonevent until a fleet tug brought the Portland into the harbor. The heavy cruiser was
down by the stern, where a Long Lance torpedo had smashed her rudder and broken two of her
four propeller shafts. Because Florida Island was actually the top of a steep submerged
mountain, the water in the harbor dropped off precipitously. That enabled the Seabees to pull the
damaged ship right up to the bank and then drape her in camouflage netting from stem to stern
to hide her from air attack.King went alongside a fuel barge and topped off in thirty minutes. The
next problem was to get across the northern coast of Guadalcanal to make the rendezvous
without attracting more attention from that Jap battlewagon. They set condition II, which allowed
half the crew to get some rest while the other half stayed on watch. In the event, the Cactus air
forces, assisted by some Helldivers from the carrier Enterprise, had smashed the big ship into a
grudging silence. She was still afloat, but wrecked to the point where someone in the Jap high
command had to be talking about scuttling her. Even so, J. B. King had hugged the coast of
Guadalcanal, not wanting to tempt fate. By the time they passed the vicinity of Henderson Field
and Lunga Point, the crippled cruisers were no longer in evidence, except for a massive oil slick
where the remains of Atlanta lay bleeding three hundred feet down off Lunga Point. Once they
got around Cape Esperance, they headed southwest to find the approaching battleship
group.“Time to intercept a station four thousand yards ahead of Washington is ninety minutes,”
the OOD reported. “Her three escorts are each stationed at one-thousand-yard intervals ahead
of the main body.”“Very well,” Sluff said. He leaned forward in his chair and buzzed the wardroom
pantry. Mose picked up. Sluff asked for a tray on the bridge whenever Mose could manage
it.When a destroyer approached a formation of capital ships, her captain did not leave the
bridge. He wondered when they’d have to go back to GQ. Probably after dark. He sat back and
relaxed, determined to enjoy his new ship’s ride as they plowed through calm waters toward the
setting sun, as the pestilential, dark green mountains of Guadalcanal receded into the evening
mist. There was a swell under that deceptively flat sea, and the ship was gracefully rising and
falling in time to huge, deep, and invisible waves that had probably originated on the other side
of Borneo.Twenty-one hundred tons light, twenty-five hundred tons fully loaded, 376 feet long,
and capable of thirty-five knots, J. B. King sported five single five-inch gun mounts, two torpedo
mounts carrying five fish apiece, a bristling nest of smaller AA weapons, depth charges, and,



most importantly, a Combat Information Center supported by a full radar suite. There were 329
officers and men assigned to run and fight her, and he was still so proud of her that he smiled
every time he even thought about being the skipper.A sudden breeze washed through the
pilothouse, rattling the charts on the chart table and blowing a bluish cloud of cigarette smoke,
coffee fumes, and human perspiration out to the leeward bridge wing, to be replaced by the
smells of the evening meal coming up from the ship’s galley. He became aware of the periodic
thrumming vibration as her twin screws lifted and settled back into that deep swell.“Bridge, Sigs,”
the bitch-box squawked.He held down the talk key. “Bridge, aye.”“Captain, message from CTF
Sixty-Four in Washington: Take station one thousand yards astern South Dakota. Night action
expected.”He acknowledged the message and pressed the key for the Combat Information
Center, two decks below. “Combat, put us on an intercept course at twenty-five knots to take
station one thousand yards astern of South Dakota, second capital ship in line.”“Course is two
three five, Cap’n,” Carl Nelson, the navigation officer, replied.Sluff smiled. Nelson had already
gotten the word from the signal bridge and computed the correct intercept course before even
being asked. What was that famous saying? The difference between a good officer and an
outstanding officer was about three minutes? He told the OOD to change course to 235 and
take station as ordered. Mose came out into the pilothouse, bearing a tray covered by a white
napkin. The ship heeled to starboard as she came around to the southwest to intercept her
station, a point in the water behind South Dakota, which was moving north at twenty knots in the
wake of the Washington.He lifted the napkin: it looked like meat loaf, mashed potatoes, and
green beans. The meat loaf was real; the potatoes had been reconstituted from a white powder,
and the beans canned. He picked up a fork and dutifully ate all of it without tasting much of
anything. He finished with a fresh cup of coffee from the chart-table pot. The sun was now a
reddish disk on the western horizon, and he could just make out the black silhouettes of two
battleships rising from a shimmering horizon. The three destroyers ahead of the main body were
still not visible. He called the signal bridge and asked who the escorts up front were. The chief
told him they were the Calhoun, the Walke, and the Morgan. Sluff asked the chief if there was a
division commander embarked. Negative.A real pickup team, he thought, based probably on
which tin cans had the most fuel. If Halsey had sent his only two available battleships to
Guadalcanal, things must really be getting desperate. The tattered remains of the cruiser force
he’d seen this morning reinforced that notion. Wow.Mose came back out for the tray and asked if
the captain wanted dessert. Sluff shook his head. The more he thought about what might be
coming tonight, the less he was interested in food. He would have liked to gather his department
heads together in the wardroom and brief them on what to expect later tonight. The problem was
that he didn’t know. In all probability, the admiral over in the Washington probably didn’t know
either. Clearly, the two admirals in the cruiser force last night had been in the same predicament,
and now they were both dead.He glanced sideways at the bridge team—the officer of the deck,
the junior officer of the deck, the helmsman, the lee helmsman, the bosun, the quartermaster,
the messenger of the watch, the lookouts on either bridge wing. He wondered what they were



thinking now as the ship closed in on that dark line of ships whose silhouettes were becoming
more and more distinct as they approached. At some point he was going to have to get on the
ship’s announcing system, the 1MC, and tell them what was going on.“Approaching station,” the
officer of the deck announced. The battleships were clearly visible now in the orange light of
sunset, beautiful and deadly, their huge sixteen-inch guns carried low and flat along their seven-
hundred-foot length, their towering fire-control structures reaching over 150 feet into the air. He’d
had the stations wrong, it turned out. South Dakota was in the lead and Washington second in
the line, and this presented a problem: Their orders had been to take station astern of South
Dakota, but that would have put them alongside Washington. The officer of the deck had just
seen the problem and turned to Sluff.“Take station astern of Washington, Mister Heimbach,” Sluff
said. “Somebody screwed it up. And tell Combat the order is reversed.”“Aye, aye, sir,” the OOD
replied. He took a bearing on Washington’s stern, now only three miles distant, and adjusted
King’s course to intercept a station one thousand yards astern and right in the battlewagon’s
boiling white wake.The exec materialized next to Sluff’s chair. “Anything on the Fox sked about
tonight’s operation?” Sluff asked, as he watched LTJG Heimbach conn J. B. King smoothly into
Washington’s broad wake.Now there was a whiff of stack gas on the breeze from ahead,
courtesy of the battleship’s eight boilers directly ahead of them. The bosun closed the
pilothouse’s windward door.“Not a word,” Bob said. “I keep hoping for a visual signal, but
nobody’s talking. We got a radio check from CTF Sixty-Four on the TBS, but that’s it. They know
we’re here.”The bitch-box light came on. “Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air: Corpen zero four fie-yiv
tack speed two-zero.”The OOD looked over at Sluff, who nodded that he understood the
maneuver being ordered. A phone-talker reported that Combat recommended following in
Washington’s wake and slowing to twenty knots when the signal was executed.The OOD told
the signal bridge “signal understood.” Thirty seconds later the signalmen reported that the signal
had been executed. Four thousand yards ahead they could see the lead destroyer turning to the
new course of 045, or due northeast.“Heading toward Savo Island,” the exec said.“And over the
bones of how many ships?” Sluff muttered. He glanced to his right to look at the looming bulk of
Guadalcanal, some thirty miles distant. Like most naval officers, he had never even heard the
name Guadalcanal until last August, when news of the invasion had spread through the
American fleet. There was an entire Marine division there now, clinging to one Japanese-built
dirt airfield while the Japanese Imperial Army fought to take it back.Fifteen minutes later, after
the column was steady on the new course and speed, the red light on the bitch-box lit
up.“Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air from CTF Sixty-Four. Take station in the van.”“That’s it?” Sluff
asked.“Yes, sir.”“Okay, Sigs, roger for it. Officer of the deck, haul out to starboard at thirty knots
and take station one thousand yards ahead of Walke.”The OOD gave the necessary orders and
J. B. King lunged ahead as she turned out of the Washington’s wake and started up the line,
passing Washington, then South Dakota, and then overhauling the three destroyers in the lead
of the formation. The Combat Information Center made course and speed recommendations to
land the ship three thousand yards ahead of South Dakota, taking over the lead position in the



formation.“God, I wish I knew what the hell was going on,” Sluff said to the exec, who’d come out
to the bridge wing with him. The glistening hulls of the huge battlewagons were barely visible
now that the sun had gone down. None of the ships were showing navigation lights, so from here
on out Sluff knew it was going to be a radar game. The two battleships looked like castles of
steel as they plowed through the darkening waters of Ironbottom Sound.“You better get below,”
Sluff said. “Make sure everyone’s had chow and then we’ll have to set GQ pretty soon. I don’t
think there is a plan, other than going up around the top of Savo Island and seeing who shows
up.”“The Japs show up, they’re gonna get the surprise of their lives,” Bob said.Sluff looked over
at his exec in the gloom. “So far, it’s been the Japs who’ve done all the surprising. They’re pretty
damned good at this night stuff. Most of the iron on the bottom of Ironbottom Sound is ours.”“It’s
their torpedoes,” Bob said. “We see a Jap destroyer or cruiser, we have to assume their
torpedoes are already on their way.”“Damned right, so once we determine that they’ve seen us,
we maneuver. Change course. Change speed. Do something—anything—to disrupt their
torpedo firing solution.”“But we’re in formation,” Bob protested. “We can’t maneuver out of the
line without orders.”Sluff shook his head. “They haven’t even had the courtesy to tell us what they
think is going to happen tonight,” he said. “We get into it, XO, I’m going to do what it takes to keep
us alive and then to go after the bastards. You can bet your ass the battleship guys are not going
to be thinking about their destroyers once the shit starts.”“Yes, sir,” Bob said, his voice
neutral.“You disagree?”“No, sir. I like the hell out of that ‘keeping us alive’ plan.”Sluff laughed as
the exec left the bridge and headed for the CIC. The OOD reported that the ship was on station
at the head of the line plowing through the black waters of Ironbottom Sound. His exec was
absolutely correct, though. A warship in formation was supposed to stay in formation until
ordered otherwise. In Sluff’s opinion, however, that’s why there were so many American ships
lying beneath them in Ironbottom Sound. This rigid adherence to formation doctrine gave the
enemy an immense advantage: Once they could see an American formation, they knew that
their fire-control solution wasn’t going to change much, which was perfect for a torpedo
attack.Four destroyers, two battleships, looking for trouble. He stared into the blackness ahead.
The night air seemed to be oppressively hot and humid, even with the sun down. The twenty-
knot breeze coming over the bow gave scant comfort. He looked at his watch. Twenty thirty. Most
of the night actions around Guadalcanal had erupted around midnight. The Japs timed their
arrival at their objective area so that they could do what they’d come to do and then be out of
range of the Cactus air forces by daylight. But what if they came early? As if to accentuate that
question, lightning erupted way over on the northwestern horizon, too far away to be heard but
bright enough to paint the huge steel towers of the battleships looming behind them in a brief,
yellow glaze. That’s what battleship guns probably looked like at night when they started
shooting at you from over the horizon.Change of plan.“Officer of the deck,” Sluff called into the
pilothouse. “Pass the word: GQ will go down in five minutes.”He went to his sea cabin as the
shrill notes of the bosun’s call pierced the 1MC speakers on the weather decks and every space
within the ship. He’d told the XO to plan on GQ in twenty minutes or so, but those distant flashes



bothered him. The captain’s sea cabin was more like a steel box right behind the bridge than a
real cabin. It measured six feet by eight and contained a fold-down bunk, a sink, and a steel
commode. It was designed so that an exhausted captain could lie down for a few minutes while
not being more than three steps away from the bridge. His battle-dress gear hung on a
bulkhead.He used the head, washed his face, then changed into a long-sleeved khaki shirt,
buttoned to the throat. Then came his kapok life jacket, which he tied across his chest with three
strings before he pulled up the two straps that went between his legs and back up to the waist.
There were two tiny flashlights pinned to the bulky jacket, one red-lens, one white. There was
also a police whistle on a cord attached to the jacket’s lapel.Already beginning to sweat from all
the layers, he strapped on his steel helmet with the letters CO painted front and back. He could
hear the tramp of men hurrying to their GQ stations, along with the first sounds of hatches going
down. He bent over with difficulty to stuff his khaki trouser hems into his socks. Finally came the
utility belt, which contained a packet of morphine syringes, a full-sized red-lensed flashlight, a
pouch of battle-dressing bandages, a sheath knife, and a holstered .45 semiautomatic.He stood
up and inhaled, feeling a little like a knight about to climb up on his charger. The gear hanging
from his belt and life jacket was mostly for use in the water or in a life raft. He’d often wondered
about the utility of the pistol, but the idea was that if all the officers carried a sidearm and the
ship went down, there would be some guns aboard the life rafts. That was the published version,
anyway. The officers all knew there were other uses for a pistol should battle damage, horrible
wounds, or a hysterical crewman require it. Unlike in a land battle, retreat was not an option in a
naval gunfight.The GQ alarm finally sounded, almost as an afterthought, since most of the men
were already on station. He could hear the phone-talkers out on the bridge taking manned-and-
ready reports from GQ stations throughout the ship. He took a deep breath and went back out
onto the bridge. The usual chorus greeted his arrival. The OOD reported that the ship was
manned and ready for general quarters. It was fully dark now, with only a faint moon showing
through a high overcast. He went out onto the bridge wing, where he could just barely make out
the white bow wave of the destroyer next behind the King. The battleships, one and a half miles
back, were now lost in the gloom.He went back into the pilothouse area to the chart table, which
was illuminated by a dim red light. The navigation plot showed that the formation was north-
northwest of Savo Island, about ten miles behind them. He wondered how long they’d head
northeast up the channel, called the Slot by the Americans, that ran all the way through the
Solomon Islands chain to New Britain and the Japs’ big naval base at Rabaul, almost six
hundred miles from Guadalcanal. As if in answer to his question, the signal bridge called down
with another course change, this time to the southeast. Admiral Lee, embarked in the
Washington, obviously suspected that the Japs were listening to American tactical radio
frequencies, so he was staying off the radio until the action started. Sluff acknowledged the
visual signal and then told the OOD to initiate the turn when the signal was executed. A minute
later the bitch-box sounded off with a single word: “Execute.”The ship heeled gently as she came
right to the newest course. The rest of the formation would do likewise, each ship turning in the



same spot where King had put the rudder over until the entire column was steadied up on a
southeasterly heading. He picked up the sound-powered phone handset next to his chair, dialed
CIC, and asked for the exec.“XO, here,” Bob answered a moment later.“I think I need to tell the
crew what’s going on,” Sluff said.“Yes, sir?”“So you’re in charge of the Combat Information
Center. What the hell’s going on?”Bob laughed. “Um, well, we’re on course one three five, speed
twenty, and it’s, uh, dark outside?”Sluff smiled. “Tell me something I don’t know,” he said. “Like:
Has the boss transmitted a battle plan of any kind?”“No, sir, not that we’ve seen. After what
happened last night, I’m guessing they have intel that the Japs will be back, and hopefully our
battleships’ll surprise them. But for right now, we’re in the mushroom mode for sure.”The
mushroom mode: in the dark and up to their necks in manure. “Okay,” Sluff said. “I wish I had that
radar display up here, but I don’t, so I’m depending on you and your radar guys to keep me
informed as to enemy contacts and what the big boys are doing. If nothing else, when the
battlewagons start to maneuver, I do not want to get in the way of either one of them.”“Got it,
Cap’n,” Bob said. “Right now all the ships are on station and there are no unknown radar
contacts. Washington’s radar is mounted about a hundred feet higher than ours, so they should
see any Japs first. I assume that’s when Admiral Lee will start using the radio instead of flashing
light.”“Yeah, I agree,” Sluff said. “It’s a pity they don’t turn the destroyers loose to go up the Slot
and see what’s what.”“No squad dog or divcom,” Bob pointed out. “I think the admiral’s pretty
much winging it.”“Sounds familiar,” Sluff said. “Okay, I’m gonna get on the 1MC and do the same
thing.”He hung up the phone and told the bosun to pipe all-hands and then give him the 1MC
microphone.“This is the captain speaking,” he began. “As most of you know we’ve joined up with
a formation of two battleships, the South Dakota and the Washington. Right now we’re steaming
in a southeast direction headed down toward the eastern side of Savo Island. The admiral in the
Washington expects the Japs to come down tonight to finish whatever they came for last night
when they ran into our cruisers.”He paused to take a breath. “You saw our cruisers this morning.
That fight did not go well for us, except for the fact that the Japs turned back when it was over.
But they have to know they kicked ass last night and that our cruisers are not likely to be out here
tonight. What they don’t know is that two battleships have taken their place, so hopefully we’re
going to surprise them when they come. If they come, they usually show up around midnight, so
that’s when I would expect action. Until then, stand easy on station while we wait to see what
happens. Hopefully I’ll have time to give you a heads-up before the shooting starts. I need all
hands who are topside to keep a watch out for torpedo wakes—that’s how the Japs usually start
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King, GuadalcanalThe sound-powered phone mounted above his rack squeaked.No-o-o, he
moaned. Too early. His eyelids felt like they were glued together.A second squeak, slightly more
emphatic. With his eyes still closed, he groped for the handset, pressed the button, and said,
“Captain.” Croaked was more like it.“Good morning, Captain, Ensign Belay, junior officer of the
deck, here,” said an annoyingly bright voice. “The Frisco’s coming in.”Frisco, he thought, ordering
his right eye to open. It refused. The heavy cruiser San Francisco. She’d been the flagship during
the big dustup last night. Everyone was wondering how the cruisers had fared this time.
Hopefully better than the first time they had gone up against Jap cruisers out in the waters
around Savo Island.“How’s she look?”“Beat up, sir,” the JOOD said. “Especially up in the
pilothouse, flag bridge area. Somebody worked ’em over pretty good.”“Somebody,” he thought,
would be the Japanese cruiser formation known as the Tokyo Express.He sighed. The damned
Japs were still the masters of the night fight, them and their horrendous Long Lance
torpedoes.“She under her own power?” he asked.“Yes, sir, but there’s no waterline showing, and
her forwardmost turret doesn’t look right. Pointed over the side instead of centerlined. It also
looks like they’re doing a water washdown topside, for some strange reason.”“They’re probably
washing debris, blood, and human body parts over the side, Mister Belay.”He could actually hear
the JOOD gulp at that. Ensign Brian Belay, God love him. The jokes had been endless. He
reminded himself once again to stop picking on the ensigns. “I’ll be up,” he said. “But I need
some coffee, please.”“Right away, Cap’n.”He hung up the Bakelite handset and finally convinced
his right eye to open. His cabin didn’t look any different. Sixteen feet long, seven feet wide, a
gray steel bureau with drawers, a tiny closet for hanger gear, and a built-in desk. The bed folded
back into the bulkhead and became a couch. One desk chair. One porthole, dogged shut. A tiny
head forward with a shower, steel sink, and steel commode. The cabin had been carpeted when
the ship was first commissioned, but the carpeting had been ripped out back in Pearl when they



took off all the nonessential combustibles.He’d hit the sack well after midnight still in his uniform,
which hadn’t done its military bearing any good. He had managed to get his sea boots off. Well,
mostly off. They were both still on the end of the bed. With two eyes open now he looked at his
watch. Zero five thirty. Reveille in a half hour. He tried to shake the cobwebs out of his brain. He’d
once entertained the quaint notion that once he became the captain, he might get to sleep in
from time to time. Fat chance, especially these days.The ship, USS John B. King—his ship, he
reminded himself—was supposed to chop to the Guadalcanal cruiser group at noon today,
which meant he’d probably be taking a boat ride once the flagship anchored. If he was going to
see the admiral, he needed a shower and a clean, pressed set of khakis. He wondered if there
was fresh water available. Even his brand-new destroyer barely distilled enough fresh water for a
day’s consumption by a crew of 330, and that was only after the boiler feed-water tanks had
been topped off.He swung out of the bed, pushed it back up into the bulkhead, and headed for
the shower, recalling the sweet-mannered Marine captain back during plebe summer yelling “Aw-
right, maggots, off your dead asses and on your dying feet!” at every reveille. And then blowing a
trumpet over the amplified announcing system. Sixteen years ago. No—that’s when he’d
graduated. Twenty years ago, when he’d been a brand-new plebe.Great God, he thought, he
was truly getting old. But: in command, and in command of USS John B. King, DD-711, a brand-
new, 2,100-ton, Fletcher-class destroyer, no less. He was one of only six commanders from his
class in command in this year of our Lord 1942. He smiled at the thought of what his superior
brethren back at the Boat School would have thought of that. Sluff Wolf? In command? No way
in hell, that’s what they would have thought. Showed them.His real name was Harmon Wolf. He
was a Naval Academy graduate from the class of 1926. His parents were both from the Iron
Range territory of Minnesota. His father had been a full-blooded Red Lake Chippewa who drove
the giant ore trucks from the taconite open-pit mines to the railhead. His mother was the
daughter of an Irish family who’d emigrated to the United States from Canada. Since the little
town he’d grown up in was adjacent to the Red Lake reservation, his father had insisted that he
spend time on the reservation learning about his Indian heritage. His mother tried equally hard to
enmesh young Harmon in the clutches of the Roman Catholic Church. When he’d finally
submitted to the coming-of-age ceremony on the reservation, he’d been given the Indian name
of Wolf Who Walks in Smoke. Neither of his parents could quite figure that one out, and young
Harmon had later come to believe that it had been his paternal uncle’s idea of a joke, the smoke
an oblique reference to the Catholic High Mass tradition of the priest walking down the main
aisle swinging a censer. His uncle was the tribe’s Mide, which loosely translated to Medicine
Man, although he was also a fourth-degree member of the tribe’s Midewiwin and thus one of the
most powerful mystical councillors.The young Wolf did well in school, excelling in mathematics
and becoming something of a star on the school’s football team as a kicker. His success at
school was the result of his mother’s Irish heritage and her conviction that education was the
best and probably the only way to keep her son out of the taconite pits of the Mesabi Range.
That notion was strongly reinforced when Harmon’s father overturned an ore truck crossing a



river bridge during a rainstorm. They eventually found the truck, but not the driver. Without his
father’s income, Harmon and his mother moved onto the reservation as wards of the tribe, and in
particular his uncle, the Mide. Having been to the white man’s school for several years, Harmon
was more than a little skeptical of all the mysterious ceremonies and secret signs surrounding
his uncle. His mother, ever practical, told him to be politely respectful and to keep his mouth
shut.The contrast between Harmon’s academic achievements and those of the rest of the
reservation children led to a scholarship to Saint John’s University, northwest of the Twin Cities.
During his first year there the country went into a sharp depression and he began to wonder
what he would do after college. When two military recruiters showed up on campus extolling the
good deal offered by the two service academies—four years of college for free—he jumped at it
and went after an appointment to both the Naval Academy and West Point. He made the cut for
both, but gained only a third alternate appointment. Since all he knew about West Point was that
there was a mountain nearby called Storm King, and since he’d had enough of cold dark
mountains, he concentrated on the Navy appointment. When the principal appointee and the
first two alternates to Annapolis failed their physical exams, Harmon got the nod.He had no
problem passing the physical. He wasn’t very tall, only five-eight, but he was built like a steel fire
hydrant, all chest and shoulders, and somewhat bandy-legged, like his father. He was
undoubtedly the homeliest candidate the entrance examining board had ever seen, with deeply
tanned skin, spiky black hair, a huge nose, piercing black eyes, pronounced cheekbones, and a
downturned, almost scowling mouth. He didn’t know he was scowling—that was just his face. He
was very strong, having worked as a choker setter for a logging firm in the north woods every
summer during high school. Thanks to his mother he’d been an avid reader since childhood and
thus had an exceptional vocabulary, but his physical appearance made him stand out from the
almost homogeneous stream of young, white, middle-class men flowing through the physical
exam center.His prospective classmates didn’t know quite what to make of him, and there were
certainly racial underpinnings to how they looked at him. Harmon knew all about that, having
taken quite a bit of racial crap from white kids in the town. His uncle had taught him how to fold
into himself when the taunts came. He would hunker down, settle his face into a cold mask,
condense his body into a posture that hinted at explosive rage, and then lock those obsidian
eyes on the biggest and noisiest of his tormentors. Just as his uncle had predicted, that pose
made anyone picking on him suddenly uneasy. The admission docs passed him, but without
much enthusiasm. The full admissions board noted his math score on the academy entrance
exam plus his record of athletic ability, and he was in.His name at the academy was simply
Harmon Wolf, the mystical Indian name having been set aside by the academy’s entrance
examination board with much rolling of eyes. Some of his classmates joked that Wolf must have
been the inspiration for the so-called buffalo nickel, and even he had to admit the resemblance.
In those days, as now, it was important that every midshipman eventually acquire his academy
nickname. There were, of course, complicated and deeply traditional rules about that. If a
midshipman named William dated or eventually became engaged to a woman named Mary, for



instance, then her nickname became Billy and his nickname became Mary. All Gibsons became
Hoot. Anyone with an obviously German name was called Dutch.Harmon Wolf posed something
of a problem in this regard, and he didn’t acquire his academy handle until he first went out for
varsity football as a walk-on in the beginning of his second year.Two seniors from the varsity
team dressed out in workout gear took one look at the short stack walking into the locker room
and burst out laughing. One asked the young Harmon Wolf what his name was.“Sluff Wolf,” he
said.“Sluff?” the biggest guy said. He was probably six-three in height and just as wide. “What
kinda name is that?”“It’s easier than saying short little ugly fat fucker,” Harmon replied as he
began to change out of his class uniform and into sweats.That produced more laughter, but one
of them still wanted to know what a guy his size was doing here trying out for Navy varsity
football. “So,” he continued, a lineman trying for wit, “Sluff. You here to play football or be the
football?”More laughter. Sluff finished changing and went to the footlocker to find some cleats.
“I’m here to kick the football,” he said. “Don’t have to be cow-sized to kick a football.”“Who you
calling a cow, there, half-pint,” the monster said, getting a little angry now. Sluff turned
around.“Can you catch a football?” he asked quietly.The lineman said of course he could.“Okay,
then,” Sluff said. “See you at the tryout.”“We’re already varsity, dumb-ass,” another guy said,
looking around at his buddies. “We’re not here to try out. We’re here to show you what the front
line looks like when you try to get past us.”“I’m a kicker,” Sluff said. “I don’t mess with front lines.
Front lines are there to keep me safe until I get that kick away. Anyway, how’s about I boot one to
you and see if you can hold on to it?”“Is that some kinda challenge, there, shrimp?”“It’s Sluff, not
shrimp. But if you’re afraid, well…”The big guy hooted and said he’d see him out there. “You kick
one to me,” he said. “Then I’ll throw a tackle to you, how ’bout it?”Sluff smiled and strolled out to
the field. He joined about two dozen other sophomores who were there to try out. An assistant
coach put them all into a calisthenics drill, followed by some sideline sprints, which were the
quickest way to weed out the absolutely hopeless ones. Then they divided up into their
purported specialties. Sluff was the only candidate for kicker. The main reason that he was trying
out was that he’d found out the varsity kicker had failed two of his end-of-term exams in May and
had been sent home. The Naval Academy took good care of its football team, but every one of
them still had to take eighteen credit hours of an engineering curriculum and pass every course,
every semester. The vacancy was a matter of some concern to the coaching staff.Another of the
assistant coaches came over, introduced himself, and asked if Sluff had ever played ball before.
He said yes, high school, but he hadn’t had time during his plebe year for any sports other than
the required extracurricular stuff. The coach took him out to the thirty-yard line, handed him a
football, and asked him to punt one through the goalposts. Harmon rolled the ball around in his
hands for a moment, nodded, and then began to walk away in the opposite direction, toward
midfield.“Hey, sport,” the coach called after him. “Where you goin’?”“Need more room,” Harmon
said over his shoulder.He stopped when he got to the fifty-yard line, and then did some
stretching exercises for a couple of minutes. The guys who’d been harassing him were over on
the sideline now, and his new best friend was making sarcastic comments about ratey



youngsters, “youngster” being the academy term for a sophomore. The assistant coach was still
down on the thirty, looking pointedly at his watch. Sluff did a couple of jumping jacks; then,
cradling the ball between his two hands, he kicked it high over the goalposts and all the way into
the end-zone stands, where it bounced back down to the field. He kicked it so hard that the
sound caught the attention of the other coaches and most of the varsity team members, all of
whom turned to look as that ball sailed over the goalposts. When the ball finally landed, there
was a momentary hush on the practice field. The assistant coach looked at the ball and then
back up field at Sluff Wolf.“Can you do that again?” he called.“All day, coach,” Sluff called back.
“But I need a football.”To his surprise the big lineman came trotting out onto the field with a
couple of footballs. He handed one to Sluff and then said, “Welcome to varsity ball, there, Sluff
Wolf.” Then he grinned and offered a paw.Sluff played for three years and made the difference in
enough games to become something of a sports celebrity in the Brigade of Midshipmen. When
the team was in a tight spot and this short fella with the birth-control face ambled out onto the
field, the Brigade would start chanting, “Sluff, Sluff, Sluff,” getting a little louder with each chant.
The Navy side would go silent when the ball was finally snapped, and then, when it sailed
through the goalposts and up into the stands, they’d roar one last “Sluff!” In unison. For the rest
of his Navy career, Sluff it was.Sluff Wolf did well academically at the academy, finishing up
eleventh in his class of the 424 midshipmen who were actually commissioned. During the winter
athletic season he liked to box, and he helped take the Navy intercollegiate boxing team to a
divisional championship in his senior year. After graduation he served in the typical career
pattern of shipboard assignments in battleships and cruisers. At one point in the early thirties
he’d tried out for the nascent naval aviation program, but failed out for what the instructors called
“inappropriate temperament.” One of his instructors had sneeringly called him a jumped-up
woods nigger. Sluff had picked him up and thrown him through a window—from the second
story of the hangar building, where the classrooms were. The instructor fell on a biplane wing
and thus survived the fall, but Sluff’s aviation career was over.That incident also ended his
traditional career path in the spit-and-polish battleship navy. He was subsequently detailed to
the wild and woolly destroyer force. There he found his niche. Destroyers were small, fast,
heavily armed for their size, and hard-riding fighting ships, manned by men who liked to fight.
Everyone knew everyone in the destroyer force, and Wolf’s personality and even his fierce
appearance became a perfect fit. Now, after sixteen years of commissioned service, Sluff Wolf
had made it to his own destroyer command. He was not entirely sure how that had happened,
because he’d always had the feeling that he’d never quite achieved full acceptance into the all
white, all-academy, and still very formal Navy officer corps.At the beginning of the Pacific war,
the Navy could accurately be described as a thoroughly hidebound, white-gloved, tradition-
jacketed bureaucratic institution ruled by aging officers who stayed in at their current rank until
someone senior to them retired—or died. Then and only then could they move up in the Navy’s
glacially slow promotion system, especially during the Great Depression. Change, especially
any technological advance, was viewed with deep suspicion, sometimes to the point of



absurdity: on the Day of Infamy, as Franklin Roosevelt labeled the Pearl Harbor attack, the call to
battle stations on every one of the doomed battleships moored at Ford Island had been sounded
by a bugler stationed in the “top hampers” of those cage masts. Horatio Lord Nelson would have
recognized that bugle call.And now, Sluff thought, we’re finally here, the ship patrolling two miles
off bloody Guadalcanal, where the sounds of desultory artillery fire were audible over the noise
of the ship’s vent fans. They’d pulled in at 0130, having safely escorted four transports from the
port of Nouméa in New Caledonia up to Guadalcanal to bring desperately needed supplies to
the Marines, who were apparently clinging to their dusty airfield by their tobacco-stained
fingernails. The transports had gone to their anchorages and begun unloading in the dark, trying
to get as much stuff as possible off-loaded before Jap torpedo bombers showed up at
midmorning. A second tin can prowled the coastline, shooting back at the occasional Jap shore
battery trying its luck in the transport anchorage area. J. B. King had set up a patrol box to the
south of the transports, guarding against Jap subs sneaking in from the Sealark Channel.During
the early hours of the morning he’d received voice radio reports that the American cruiser force
was returning to Lunga Point, right off Henderson Field. Between the rainsqualls and the
overcast, it had been so dark that none of King’s people could make out what kind of shape the
cruisers were in, but the radar had shown at least four big ships entering the area. That meant
they were still afloat, which was an improvement over the first engagement with the Tokyo
Express.Emerging from the head after his badly needed shower, he found his steward, a gray-
headed black man whom the entire crew called Old Mose, laying out a clean uniform. There was
a tiny silver tray on his desk with a mug of fresh coffee and a sweet roll nestled in a white linen
napkin. Mose knew his captain’s fondness for fresh-baked cinnamon rolls.“Mornin’ Cap’n,” Mose
intoned with a bright smile. Nothing fazed Old Mose. Not yet, anyway. Not for the first time Sluff
reflected that the ship and her eager but green crew had not yet “faced the elephant,” as they
used to say during the Civil War. And neither have I, he had to admit.“Mose, how are you?” he
said, as if nothing was bothering him, either. “What’s the weather topside?”“Hit gonna rain, sure
as anythin’,” Mose said, nodding wisely. “Already done did. Like a damn cow pissin’ on a flat
rock, too. Man alive, it was pone down.”Sluff told Mose that he expected to be summoned to the
flagship sometime that morning, assuming there was no air raid.“Lemme give them dress shoes
a lick and a polish, then,” Mose said, handing over a clean and pressed khaki shirt and trousers,
the shirt sporting two bright silver oak leaves on the collars. Still getting used to being a three-
striper, Sluff gave them a proud glance. Then the sound-powered phone squeaked
again.“Captain.”“We’re getting a flashing light from the Helena, Captain,” Ensign Belay
reported.“What are they saying, Mister Belay?” Sluff asked. Mose, eavesdropping as always,
grinned. Everyone knew that there wasn’t an ensign in the entire fleet who could read flashing
light.“I’ll find out, sir,” Belay answered promptly. “Oh, and we’ve also IDed Atlanta and Juneau in
the area.”“How do they look?”“Juneau, well, XO says she’s sagging amidships. He thinks her
keel’s broken. And Atlanta has a big port list on her and she’s black from stem to stern. She looks
pretty bad, Cap’n. XO thinks he can see Mike boats alongside, like maybe they’re taking people



off.”Oh, shit, not again, Sluff thought as a chill gripped his bowels. “Very well,” he sighed. “What’s
the air picture look like?”“Combat reports nothing on our air search, but Cactus says they’ll be
launching strikes at first light. They’re going after a Jap convoy northwest of Savo Island. Also,
there’s radio scuttlebutt that there’s a Jap battlewagon still out there, just north of Savo.”Savo
Island wasn’t that far away, Sluff thought. If there was a wounded Jap battleship out there,
nobody here was safe. “Lemme talk to XO,” he said.Lieutenant Commander Bob Frey, his
executive officer and second-in-command, picked up. A Steady Eddy if there ever was one, he’d
been three years behind Sluff at Annapolis.“Another bloodletting, XO?”“Sure looks like it, Cap’n.
One of the signalmen’s been shooting the breeze with Frisco, and they’re saying there were two
Jap battlewagons out there, and that both of our admirals were killed. Skipper of Helena has
assumed command.”Sluff felt another cold shock. Admirals didn’t get killed. Did they? Please
God, not again, he thought. We don’t have any more heavy cruisers.“And what’s this about a Jap
BB still out there?”“That’s what Combat’s hearing over the Cactus control nets. Some of their
strikes are going after a troop convoy up the Slot; others are going to finish off a Jap battlewagon
who’s out there going in circles.”“All right,” Sluff said. “I think we better get to GQ, then. All those
Japs on Guadalcanal will see and report the cripples, and then Rabaul’s gonna send a bunch of
Bettys down here to finish it.”“If I may suggest, I recommend sounding reveille first,” Frey said.
“Then tell everyone what’s going on. Give ’em fifteen minutes to hit the head and get some
coffee, then go to GQ. We should be safe as long as there’s no bogeys actually inbound.”“Make
it so,” Sluff said. “I’ll be right up.”He reflected that this was one of his exec’s strengths:
consideration for the crew. It wasn’t as if they weren’t trained. Sound GQ, they’d all be on station
with the ship buttoned up in under three minutes. If an attack was actually inbound, that’s what
they’d be doing. But this way the crew would be able to wake up, learn what was going on, have
time to do their morning necessaries, and then hustle to their GQ stations.The radio messenger
knocked and came in, bearing a sheaf of naval messages bound onto a steel medical clipboard.
Outside, the announcing-system speaker in the wardroom passageway cut loose with the shrill
whistle of the bosun’s call, sounding reveille. This was followed by the exec, explaining what was
going on and urging all hands to be ready to answer the GQ alarm in fifteen minutes.“Anything
hot, Rogers?” Sluff asked, still trying to digest what the exec had told him. It was then that he
noticed that Radioman Third Class Rogers looked positively pale as he handed over the
clipboard. “The op report from last night, sir,” he said, shaking his head. “They got creamed, sir.
They ran into fuc—uh, battleships.”Rogers left the cabin without another word. That was unusual.
The crew depended on gossip from the radio gang to find out what was going on. The radio
messengers would usually linger in the captain’s cabin to find out what the ship was going to do
next. As if the captain knew, Sluff thought. Destroyers were the workhorses of the fleet, and any
given day’s plans usually changed hourly as admirals or commodores made snap decisions. A
day on a destroyer where everything went by the plan for that day usually meant that the ship
had missed a message.He finished dressing, sat down at his desk, and opened the metal
clipboard, while Mose perched on the couch and gave Sluff’s uniform shoes a quick polish. His



heart sank as he read the short but sad report, sent out by the skipper of the Helena. While John
B. King had been making the milk run from the U.S. base at Nouméa, six hundred miles away,
the cruiser force had gone out into the waters north of Guadalcanal looking for trouble. Trouble,
in the form of a Jap surface-action task group containing not one but two battleships, had more
than obliged. For some odd reason there had been two admirals in the task group last night,
Rear Admiral Dan Callaghan, embarked in heavy cruiser San Francisco, in charge, and Rear
Admiral Norman Scott, embarked in light cruiser Atlanta, apparently just along for the ride. The
report confirmed that both flag officers had been killed in the ensuing gunfight.That was stark
enough news. The senior officer left alive in San Francisco, the flagship, was a lieutenant
commander. Four American destroyers had been sunk outright. The other two, although
damaged, were out there now searching for survivors. The antiaircraft light cruiser Atlanta,
anchored now somewhere nearby and barely afloat, was so badly damaged that the Marines
were indeed shuttling landing craft out to her to take her crew to safety ashore. Given the
Marines’ situation, surrounded by Jap army units, “safety” was a relative term, so Atlanta must
be in imminent danger of sinking.The antiaircraft light cruiser Juneau had been torpedoed and
was also barely afloat, apparently with a broken keel. The heavy cruiser Portland was going
around in circles out in the sound after being torpedoed in the stern. The skipper of the heavy
cruiser Helena, which had also been damaged, had assumed command of what was left of the
cruiser force. Amazingly, the report was claiming that one of the Japanese battleships had been
knocked out of the fight. Who the hell managed that, Sluff wondered.He downed his coffee and
then decided he’d better get topside right now. As dawn broke, there’d almost certainly be Jap
air raids from the airfields up in the Shortlands, or even Rabaul itself. As he opened his cabin
door he almost collided with the chief signalman, Chief Hawkins, who had a visual signal pad on
a clipboard, which he handed to the captain. The chief had that “stand by, everything’s changed
again” expression on his face.“What now, Chief?” Sluff asked as he scanned the brief message,
knowing that the chief would have read it on his way down from the signal bridge. Like the radio
gang, the signalmen were a prime source for the hot scoop.“Gonna go find the Washington and
the South Dakota and report for duty,” Hawkins answered crisply. He was a short but muscular
man, mid-thirties, with a permanently sun- and wind-burned face and startling white eyebrows,
the product of hours spent topside supervising the guys who worked the signal lights and the
flag bags.“Right,” Sluff said, initialing the message form. “Take this to XO on the bridge and tell
him I said to get the navi-guesser to lay out a track. Make sure they see this in Combat, too.”“Aye,
aye, sir,” the chief said, and took the ladder up to the bridge two steps at a time. Sluff followed,
trying to ignore the growing pit in his stomach. Last night our cruiser force got mauled by Jap
battleships. Apparently Admiral Halsey, in command of everything but back in Nouméa, had
decided to up the ante.You wanted to see some action, he told himself. Here it comes.ONEUSS
John B. King, GuadalcanalThe sound-powered phone mounted above his rack squeaked.No-o-
o, he moaned. Too early. His eyelids felt like they were glued together.A second squeak, slightly
more emphatic. With his eyes still closed, he groped for the handset, pressed the button, and



said, “Captain.” Croaked was more like it.“Good morning, Captain, Ensign Belay, junior officer of
the deck, here,” said an annoyingly bright voice. “The Frisco’s coming in.”Frisco, he thought,
ordering his right eye to open. It refused. The heavy cruiser San Francisco. She’d been the
flagship during the big dustup last night. Everyone was wondering how the cruisers had fared
this time. Hopefully better than the first time they had gone up against Jap cruisers out in the
waters around Savo Island.“How’s she look?”“Beat up, sir,” the JOOD said. “Especially up in the
pilothouse, flag bridge area. Somebody worked ’em over pretty good.”“Somebody,” he thought,
would be the Japanese cruiser formation known as the Tokyo Express.He sighed. The damned
Japs were still the masters of the night fight, them and their horrendous Long Lance
torpedoes.“She under her own power?” he asked.“Yes, sir, but there’s no waterline showing, and
her forwardmost turret doesn’t look right. Pointed over the side instead of centerlined. It also
looks like they’re doing a water washdown topside, for some strange reason.”“They’re probably
washing debris, blood, and human body parts over the side, Mister Belay.”He could actually hear
the JOOD gulp at that. Ensign Brian Belay, God love him. The jokes had been endless. He
reminded himself once again to stop picking on the ensigns. “I’ll be up,” he said. “But I need
some coffee, please.”“Right away, Cap’n.”He hung up the Bakelite handset and finally convinced
his right eye to open. His cabin didn’t look any different. Sixteen feet long, seven feet wide, a
gray steel bureau with drawers, a tiny closet for hanger gear, and a built-in desk. The bed folded
back into the bulkhead and became a couch. One desk chair. One porthole, dogged shut. A tiny
head forward with a shower, steel sink, and steel commode. The cabin had been carpeted when
the ship was first commissioned, but the carpeting had been ripped out back in Pearl when they
took off all the nonessential combustibles.He’d hit the sack well after midnight still in his uniform,
which hadn’t done its military bearing any good. He had managed to get his sea boots off. Well,
mostly off. They were both still on the end of the bed. With two eyes open now he looked at his
watch. Zero five thirty. Reveille in a half hour. He tried to shake the cobwebs out of his brain. He’d
once entertained the quaint notion that once he became the captain, he might get to sleep in
from time to time. Fat chance, especially these days.The ship, USS John B. King—his ship, he
reminded himself—was supposed to chop to the Guadalcanal cruiser group at noon today,
which meant he’d probably be taking a boat ride once the flagship anchored. If he was going to
see the admiral, he needed a shower and a clean, pressed set of khakis. He wondered if there
was fresh water available. Even his brand-new destroyer barely distilled enough fresh water for a
day’s consumption by a crew of 330, and that was only after the boiler feed-water tanks had
been topped off.He swung out of the bed, pushed it back up into the bulkhead, and headed for
the shower, recalling the sweet-mannered Marine captain back during plebe summer yelling “Aw-
right, maggots, off your dead asses and on your dying feet!” at every reveille. And then blowing a
trumpet over the amplified announcing system. Sixteen years ago. No—that’s when he’d
graduated. Twenty years ago, when he’d been a brand-new plebe.Great God, he thought, he
was truly getting old. But: in command, and in command of USS John B. King, DD-711, a brand-
new, 2,100-ton, Fletcher-class destroyer, no less. He was one of only six commanders from his



class in command in this year of our Lord 1942. He smiled at the thought of what his superior
brethren back at the Boat School would have thought of that. Sluff Wolf? In command? No way
in hell, that’s what they would have thought. Showed them.His real name was Harmon Wolf. He
was a Naval Academy graduate from the class of 1926. His parents were both from the Iron
Range territory of Minnesota. His father had been a full-blooded Red Lake Chippewa who drove
the giant ore trucks from the taconite open-pit mines to the railhead. His mother was the
daughter of an Irish family who’d emigrated to the United States from Canada. Since the little
town he’d grown up in was adjacent to the Red Lake reservation, his father had insisted that he
spend time on the reservation learning about his Indian heritage. His mother tried equally hard to
enmesh young Harmon in the clutches of the Roman Catholic Church. When he’d finally
submitted to the coming-of-age ceremony on the reservation, he’d been given the Indian name
of Wolf Who Walks in Smoke. Neither of his parents could quite figure that one out, and young
Harmon had later come to believe that it had been his paternal uncle’s idea of a joke, the smoke
an oblique reference to the Catholic High Mass tradition of the priest walking down the main
aisle swinging a censer. His uncle was the tribe’s Mide, which loosely translated to Medicine
Man, although he was also a fourth-degree member of the tribe’s Midewiwin and thus one of the
most powerful mystical councillors.The young Wolf did well in school, excelling in mathematics
and becoming something of a star on the school’s football team as a kicker. His success at
school was the result of his mother’s Irish heritage and her conviction that education was the
best and probably the only way to keep her son out of the taconite pits of the Mesabi Range.
That notion was strongly reinforced when Harmon’s father overturned an ore truck crossing a
river bridge during a rainstorm. They eventually found the truck, but not the driver. Without his
father’s income, Harmon and his mother moved onto the reservation as wards of the tribe, and in
particular his uncle, the Mide. Having been to the white man’s school for several years, Harmon
was more than a little skeptical of all the mysterious ceremonies and secret signs surrounding
his uncle. His mother, ever practical, told him to be politely respectful and to keep his mouth
shut.The contrast between Harmon’s academic achievements and those of the rest of the
reservation children led to a scholarship to Saint John’s University, northwest of the Twin Cities.
During his first year there the country went into a sharp depression and he began to wonder
what he would do after college. When two military recruiters showed up on campus extolling the
good deal offered by the two service academies—four years of college for free—he jumped at it
and went after an appointment to both the Naval Academy and West Point. He made the cut for
both, but gained only a third alternate appointment. Since all he knew about West Point was that
there was a mountain nearby called Storm King, and since he’d had enough of cold dark
mountains, he concentrated on the Navy appointment. When the principal appointee and the
first two alternates to Annapolis failed their physical exams, Harmon got the nod.He had no
problem passing the physical. He wasn’t very tall, only five-eight, but he was built like a steel fire
hydrant, all chest and shoulders, and somewhat bandy-legged, like his father. He was
undoubtedly the homeliest candidate the entrance examining board had ever seen, with deeply



tanned skin, spiky black hair, a huge nose, piercing black eyes, pronounced cheekbones, and a
downturned, almost scowling mouth. He didn’t know he was scowling—that was just his face. He
was very strong, having worked as a choker setter for a logging firm in the north woods every
summer during high school. Thanks to his mother he’d been an avid reader since childhood and
thus had an exceptional vocabulary, but his physical appearance made him stand out from the
almost homogeneous stream of young, white, middle-class men flowing through the physical
exam center.His prospective classmates didn’t know quite what to make of him, and there were
certainly racial underpinnings to how they looked at him. Harmon knew all about that, having
taken quite a bit of racial crap from white kids in the town. His uncle had taught him how to fold
into himself when the taunts came. He would hunker down, settle his face into a cold mask,
condense his body into a posture that hinted at explosive rage, and then lock those obsidian
eyes on the biggest and noisiest of his tormentors. Just as his uncle had predicted, that pose
made anyone picking on him suddenly uneasy. The admission docs passed him, but without
much enthusiasm. The full admissions board noted his math score on the academy entrance
exam plus his record of athletic ability, and he was in.His name at the academy was simply
Harmon Wolf, the mystical Indian name having been set aside by the academy’s entrance
examination board with much rolling of eyes. Some of his classmates joked that Wolf must have
been the inspiration for the so-called buffalo nickel, and even he had to admit the resemblance.
In those days, as now, it was important that every midshipman eventually acquire his academy
nickname. There were, of course, complicated and deeply traditional rules about that. If a
midshipman named William dated or eventually became engaged to a woman named Mary, for
instance, then her nickname became Billy and his nickname became Mary. All Gibsons became
Hoot. Anyone with an obviously German name was called Dutch.Harmon Wolf posed something
of a problem in this regard, and he didn’t acquire his academy handle until he first went out for
varsity football as a walk-on in the beginning of his second year.Two seniors from the varsity
team dressed out in workout gear took one look at the short stack walking into the locker room
and burst out laughing. One asked the young Harmon Wolf what his name was.“Sluff Wolf,” he
said.“Sluff?” the biggest guy said. He was probably six-three in height and just as wide. “What
kinda name is that?”“It’s easier than saying short little ugly fat fucker,” Harmon replied as he
began to change out of his class uniform and into sweats.That produced more laughter, but one
of them still wanted to know what a guy his size was doing here trying out for Navy varsity
football. “So,” he continued, a lineman trying for wit, “Sluff. You here to play football or be the
football?”More laughter. Sluff finished changing and went to the footlocker to find some cleats.
“I’m here to kick the football,” he said. “Don’t have to be cow-sized to kick a football.”“Who you
calling a cow, there, half-pint,” the monster said, getting a little angry now. Sluff turned
around.“Can you catch a football?” he asked quietly.The lineman said of course he could.“Okay,
then,” Sluff said. “See you at the tryout.”“We’re already varsity, dumb-ass,” another guy said,
looking around at his buddies. “We’re not here to try out. We’re here to show you what the front
line looks like when you try to get past us.”“I’m a kicker,” Sluff said. “I don’t mess with front lines.



Front lines are there to keep me safe until I get that kick away. Anyway, how’s about I boot one to
you and see if you can hold on to it?”“Is that some kinda challenge, there, shrimp?”“It’s Sluff, not
shrimp. But if you’re afraid, well…”The big guy hooted and said he’d see him out there. “You kick
one to me,” he said. “Then I’ll throw a tackle to you, how ’bout it?”Sluff smiled and strolled out to
the field. He joined about two dozen other sophomores who were there to try out. An assistant
coach put them all into a calisthenics drill, followed by some sideline sprints, which were the
quickest way to weed out the absolutely hopeless ones. Then they divided up into their
purported specialties. Sluff was the only candidate for kicker. The main reason that he was trying
out was that he’d found out the varsity kicker had failed two of his end-of-term exams in May and
had been sent home. The Naval Academy took good care of its football team, but every one of
them still had to take eighteen credit hours of an engineering curriculum and pass every course,
every semester. The vacancy was a matter of some concern to the coaching staff.Another of the
assistant coaches came over, introduced himself, and asked if Sluff had ever played ball before.
He said yes, high school, but he hadn’t had time during his plebe year for any sports other than
the required extracurricular stuff. The coach took him out to the thirty-yard line, handed him a
football, and asked him to punt one through the goalposts. Harmon rolled the ball around in his
hands for a moment, nodded, and then began to walk away in the opposite direction, toward
midfield.“Hey, sport,” the coach called after him. “Where you goin’?”“Need more room,” Harmon
said over his shoulder.He stopped when he got to the fifty-yard line, and then did some
stretching exercises for a couple of minutes. The guys who’d been harassing him were over on
the sideline now, and his new best friend was making sarcastic comments about ratey
youngsters, “youngster” being the academy term for a sophomore. The assistant coach was still
down on the thirty, looking pointedly at his watch. Sluff did a couple of jumping jacks; then,
cradling the ball between his two hands, he kicked it high over the goalposts and all the way into
the end-zone stands, where it bounced back down to the field. He kicked it so hard that the
sound caught the attention of the other coaches and most of the varsity team members, all of
whom turned to look as that ball sailed over the goalposts. When the ball finally landed, there
was a momentary hush on the practice field. The assistant coach looked at the ball and then
back up field at Sluff Wolf.“Can you do that again?” he called.“All day, coach,” Sluff called back.
“But I need a football.”To his surprise the big lineman came trotting out onto the field with a
couple of footballs. He handed one to Sluff and then said, “Welcome to varsity ball, there, Sluff
Wolf.” Then he grinned and offered a paw.Sluff played for three years and made the difference in
enough games to become something of a sports celebrity in the Brigade of Midshipmen. When
the team was in a tight spot and this short fella with the birth-control face ambled out onto the
field, the Brigade would start chanting, “Sluff, Sluff, Sluff,” getting a little louder with each chant.
The Navy side would go silent when the ball was finally snapped, and then, when it sailed
through the goalposts and up into the stands, they’d roar one last “Sluff!” In unison. For the rest
of his Navy career, Sluff it was.Sluff Wolf did well academically at the academy, finishing up
eleventh in his class of the 424 midshipmen who were actually commissioned. During the winter



athletic season he liked to box, and he helped take the Navy intercollegiate boxing team to a
divisional championship in his senior year. After graduation he served in the typical career
pattern of shipboard assignments in battleships and cruisers. At one point in the early thirties
he’d tried out for the nascent naval aviation program, but failed out for what the instructors called
“inappropriate temperament.” One of his instructors had sneeringly called him a jumped-up
woods nigger. Sluff had picked him up and thrown him through a window—from the second
story of the hangar building, where the classrooms were. The instructor fell on a biplane wing
and thus survived the fall, but Sluff’s aviation career was over.That incident also ended his
traditional career path in the spit-and-polish battleship navy. He was subsequently detailed to
the wild and woolly destroyer force. There he found his niche. Destroyers were small, fast,
heavily armed for their size, and hard-riding fighting ships, manned by men who liked to fight.
Everyone knew everyone in the destroyer force, and Wolf’s personality and even his fierce
appearance became a perfect fit. Now, after sixteen years of commissioned service, Sluff Wolf
had made it to his own destroyer command. He was not entirely sure how that had happened,
because he’d always had the feeling that he’d never quite achieved full acceptance into the all
white, all-academy, and still very formal Navy officer corps.At the beginning of the Pacific war,
the Navy could accurately be described as a thoroughly hidebound, white-gloved, tradition-
jacketed bureaucratic institution ruled by aging officers who stayed in at their current rank until
someone senior to them retired—or died. Then and only then could they move up in the Navy’s
glacially slow promotion system, especially during the Great Depression. Change, especially
any technological advance, was viewed with deep suspicion, sometimes to the point of
absurdity: on the Day of Infamy, as Franklin Roosevelt labeled the Pearl Harbor attack, the call to
battle stations on every one of the doomed battleships moored at Ford Island had been sounded
by a bugler stationed in the “top hampers” of those cage masts. Horatio Lord Nelson would have
recognized that bugle call.And now, Sluff thought, we’re finally here, the ship patrolling two miles
off bloody Guadalcanal, where the sounds of desultory artillery fire were audible over the noise
of the ship’s vent fans. They’d pulled in at 0130, having safely escorted four transports from the
port of Nouméa in New Caledonia up to Guadalcanal to bring desperately needed supplies to
the Marines, who were apparently clinging to their dusty airfield by their tobacco-stained
fingernails. The transports had gone to their anchorages and begun unloading in the dark, trying
to get as much stuff as possible off-loaded before Jap torpedo bombers showed up at
midmorning. A second tin can prowled the coastline, shooting back at the occasional Jap shore
battery trying its luck in the transport anchorage area. J. B. King had set up a patrol box to the
south of the transports, guarding against Jap subs sneaking in from the Sealark Channel.During
the early hours of the morning he’d received voice radio reports that the American cruiser force
was returning to Lunga Point, right off Henderson Field. Between the rainsqualls and the
overcast, it had been so dark that none of King’s people could make out what kind of shape the
cruisers were in, but the radar had shown at least four big ships entering the area. That meant
they were still afloat, which was an improvement over the first engagement with the Tokyo



Express.Emerging from the head after his badly needed shower, he found his steward, a gray-
headed black man whom the entire crew called Old Mose, laying out a clean uniform. There was
a tiny silver tray on his desk with a mug of fresh coffee and a sweet roll nestled in a white linen
napkin. Mose knew his captain’s fondness for fresh-baked cinnamon rolls.“Mornin’ Cap’n,” Mose
intoned with a bright smile. Nothing fazed Old Mose. Not yet, anyway. Not for the first time Sluff
reflected that the ship and her eager but green crew had not yet “faced the elephant,” as they
used to say during the Civil War. And neither have I, he had to admit.“Mose, how are you?” he
said, as if nothing was bothering him, either. “What’s the weather topside?”“Hit gonna rain, sure
as anythin’,” Mose said, nodding wisely. “Already done did. Like a damn cow pissin’ on a flat
rock, too. Man alive, it was pone down.”Sluff told Mose that he expected to be summoned to the
flagship sometime that morning, assuming there was no air raid.“Lemme give them dress shoes
a lick and a polish, then,” Mose said, handing over a clean and pressed khaki shirt and trousers,
the shirt sporting two bright silver oak leaves on the collars. Still getting used to being a three-
striper, Sluff gave them a proud glance. Then the sound-powered phone squeaked
again.“Captain.”“We’re getting a flashing light from the Helena, Captain,” Ensign Belay
reported.“What are they saying, Mister Belay?” Sluff asked. Mose, eavesdropping as always,
grinned. Everyone knew that there wasn’t an ensign in the entire fleet who could read flashing
light.“I’ll find out, sir,” Belay answered promptly. “Oh, and we’ve also IDed Atlanta and Juneau in
the area.”“How do they look?”“Juneau, well, XO says she’s sagging amidships. He thinks her
keel’s broken. And Atlanta has a big port list on her and she’s black from stem to stern. She looks
pretty bad, Cap’n. XO thinks he can see Mike boats alongside, like maybe they’re taking people
off.”Oh, shit, not again, Sluff thought as a chill gripped his bowels. “Very well,” he sighed. “What’s
the air picture look like?”“Combat reports nothing on our air search, but Cactus says they’ll be
launching strikes at first light. They’re going after a Jap convoy northwest of Savo Island. Also,
there’s radio scuttlebutt that there’s a Jap battlewagon still out there, just north of Savo.”Savo
Island wasn’t that far away, Sluff thought. If there was a wounded Jap battleship out there,
nobody here was safe. “Lemme talk to XO,” he said.Lieutenant Commander Bob Frey, his
executive officer and second-in-command, picked up. A Steady Eddy if there ever was one, he’d
been three years behind Sluff at Annapolis.“Another bloodletting, XO?”“Sure looks like it, Cap’n.
One of the signalmen’s been shooting the breeze with Frisco, and they’re saying there were two
Jap battlewagons out there, and that both of our admirals were killed. Skipper of Helena has
assumed command.”Sluff felt another cold shock. Admirals didn’t get killed. Did they? Please
God, not again, he thought. We don’t have any more heavy cruisers.“And what’s this about a Jap
BB still out there?”“That’s what Combat’s hearing over the Cactus control nets. Some of their
strikes are going after a troop convoy up the Slot; others are going to finish off a Jap battlewagon
who’s out there going in circles.”“All right,” Sluff said. “I think we better get to GQ, then. All those
Japs on Guadalcanal will see and report the cripples, and then Rabaul’s gonna send a bunch of
Bettys down here to finish it.”“If I may suggest, I recommend sounding reveille first,” Frey said.
“Then tell everyone what’s going on. Give ’em fifteen minutes to hit the head and get some



coffee, then go to GQ. We should be safe as long as there’s no bogeys actually inbound.”“Make
it so,” Sluff said. “I’ll be right up.”He reflected that this was one of his exec’s strengths:
consideration for the crew. It wasn’t as if they weren’t trained. Sound GQ, they’d all be on station
with the ship buttoned up in under three minutes. If an attack was actually inbound, that’s what
they’d be doing. But this way the crew would be able to wake up, learn what was going on, have
time to do their morning necessaries, and then hustle to their GQ stations.The radio messenger
knocked and came in, bearing a sheaf of naval messages bound onto a steel medical clipboard.
Outside, the announcing-system speaker in the wardroom passageway cut loose with the shrill
whistle of the bosun’s call, sounding reveille. This was followed by the exec, explaining what was
going on and urging all hands to be ready to answer the GQ alarm in fifteen minutes.“Anything
hot, Rogers?” Sluff asked, still trying to digest what the exec had told him. It was then that he
noticed that Radioman Third Class Rogers looked positively pale as he handed over the
clipboard. “The op report from last night, sir,” he said, shaking his head. “They got creamed, sir.
They ran into fuc—uh, battleships.”Rogers left the cabin without another word. That was unusual.
The crew depended on gossip from the radio gang to find out what was going on. The radio
messengers would usually linger in the captain’s cabin to find out what the ship was going to do
next. As if the captain knew, Sluff thought. Destroyers were the workhorses of the fleet, and any
given day’s plans usually changed hourly as admirals or commodores made snap decisions. A
day on a destroyer where everything went by the plan for that day usually meant that the ship
had missed a message.He finished dressing, sat down at his desk, and opened the metal
clipboard, while Mose perched on the couch and gave Sluff’s uniform shoes a quick polish. His
heart sank as he read the short but sad report, sent out by the skipper of the Helena. While John
B. King had been making the milk run from the U.S. base at Nouméa, six hundred miles away,
the cruiser force had gone out into the waters north of Guadalcanal looking for trouble. Trouble,
in the form of a Jap surface-action task group containing not one but two battleships, had more
than obliged. For some odd reason there had been two admirals in the task group last night,
Rear Admiral Dan Callaghan, embarked in heavy cruiser San Francisco, in charge, and Rear
Admiral Norman Scott, embarked in light cruiser Atlanta, apparently just along for the ride. The
report confirmed that both flag officers had been killed in the ensuing gunfight.That was stark
enough news. The senior officer left alive in San Francisco, the flagship, was a lieutenant
commander. Four American destroyers had been sunk outright. The other two, although
damaged, were out there now searching for survivors. The antiaircraft light cruiser Atlanta,
anchored now somewhere nearby and barely afloat, was so badly damaged that the Marines
were indeed shuttling landing craft out to her to take her crew to safety ashore. Given the
Marines’ situation, surrounded by Jap army units, “safety” was a relative term, so Atlanta must
be in imminent danger of sinking.The antiaircraft light cruiser Juneau had been torpedoed and
was also barely afloat, apparently with a broken keel. The heavy cruiser Portland was going
around in circles out in the sound after being torpedoed in the stern. The skipper of the heavy
cruiser Helena, which had also been damaged, had assumed command of what was left of the



cruiser force. Amazingly, the report was claiming that one of the Japanese battleships had been
knocked out of the fight. Who the hell managed that, Sluff wondered.He downed his coffee and
then decided he’d better get topside right now. As dawn broke, there’d almost certainly be Jap
air raids from the airfields up in the Shortlands, or even Rabaul itself. As he opened his cabin
door he almost collided with the chief signalman, Chief Hawkins, who had a visual signal pad on
a clipboard, which he handed to the captain. The chief had that “stand by, everything’s changed
again” expression on his face.“What now, Chief?” Sluff asked as he scanned the brief message,
knowing that the chief would have read it on his way down from the signal bridge. Like the radio
gang, the signalmen were a prime source for the hot scoop.“Gonna go find the Washington and
the South Dakota and report for duty,” Hawkins answered crisply. He was a short but muscular
man, mid-thirties, with a permanently sun- and wind-burned face and startling white eyebrows,
the product of hours spent topside supervising the guys who worked the signal lights and the
flag bags.“Right,” Sluff said, initialing the message form. “Take this to XO on the bridge and tell
him I said to get the navi-guesser to lay out a track. Make sure they see this in Combat, too.”“Aye,
aye, sir,” the chief said, and took the ladder up to the bridge two steps at a time. Sluff followed,
trying to ignore the growing pit in his stomach. Last night our cruiser force got mauled by Jap
battleships. Apparently Admiral Halsey, in command of everything but back in Nouméa, had
decided to up the ante.You wanted to see some action, he told himself. Here it
comes.TWOGuadalcanalA chorus of “Captain’s on the bridge” greeted him as he stepped
through the pilothouse door. He refilled his coffee mug from the chart-table coffeepot and then
went over to his captain’s chair on the starboard side of the bridge. Outside, it had begun to rain
again, a heavy South Pacific squall that drummed on the overhead and made conversation
pointless and visibility impossible. The only benefit was that these heavy showers washed the
paint-eating salt and boiler soot off the weather decks. Sunrise was a half hour away, but the
tropical dawn made the ship plenty visible should Jap torpedo bombers appear out of the rain
clouds.“Where’s XO?” he asked.“Gone down to Combat,” the officer of the deck, Lieutenant
Junior Grade Heimbach, replied.He reread the visual signal: J. B. King detached first light.
Proceed RDVU with TF 64, est. posit. 80 miles west of Cape Esperance. Report for screening
duty NLT 1800K. Maintain strict radio silence. Advise CTF 64 fuel and ammo status en route.
Hoover sends. Acknowledge.Sluff didn’t know the complete composition of Task Force 64, so he
called down to Combat on the bitch-box and asked them to look it up. Then he called the chief
engineer to get a fuel report. They’d topped off before leaving Nouméa, and the transit to Cactus
had been done at a relatively slow twelve knots to accommodate the transports, so they should
be at 80-something percent. The engineer, Lieutenant Cliff Harper, called back and reported 80
percent on the nose.Sluff considered that number. They were ten miles south and east of Cape
Esperance, so a ninety-mile transit to the rendezvous, assuming the big guys showed up on
time. That meant they would join up at something less than 80 percent. On the other hand, there
were fuel barges only about twelve miles away in the harbor of Tulagi. J. B. King didn’t have to
make the rendezvous until 1800, so they basically had all day. He decided to divert into Tulagi,



top off the fuel, and then take off for the rendezvous. At twenty knots, it should only take five and
a half hours.The XO called back up to the bridge and reported that Task Force 64 was
composed of the fast battleships Washington and South Dakota, accompanied by just two
destroyers, the Calhoun and the Morgan. Rear Admiral W. A. “Ching” Lee was the task force
commander. Sluff told the XO that they would first divert to Tulagi to scrounge more fuel, and
then head for the rendezvous. The exec acknowledged and said they’d send up a course
recommendation for the drive over to Tulagi, which was an excellent harbor on Florida Island,
visible across the sound.A battleship force, Sluff thought. The situation after last night’s
engagement was bad enough that Halsey had cut loose two battleships from the Enterprise
carrier group to come up to Guadalcanal to revisit last night’s debacle? It frustrated him that he
didn’t know what was planned for tonight, but that was life in the fleet. The big bosses often left
their destroyers completely in the dark as to what the immediate plan was, relying instead on
voice radio orders telling them to go there or to do this as the tactical situation dictated. The
destroyers’ principal mission was to “screen” the heavies. If they were in transit from point A to B,
look and listen for lurking Jap subs. If an air raid developed, close the big guys and shoot down
attacking torpedo bombers while trying not to get run over by the capital ships as they twisted
and turned to get away from approaching ordnance. The good news was that the bosses rarely
told the destroyermen how to do their jobs. The bad news was that the tin can sailors never quite
knew what the hell was going on until it landed on them.The rain stopped suddenly, as it usually
did. One minute, a deluge. The next, a steam bath as the hot steel decks evaporated all that
moisture. Sluff looked out the porthole nearest his chair, which gave him a view of the dirt-strip
Marine air base known as Cactus, which was the field’s radio call sign. He saw a veritable
parade of aircraft taking off, one after another, with their landing lights flickering through the palm
trees as the pilots tried to see through the clouds of dust each time one left, their massed
engines sounding like a disturbed hornets’ nest in the light of dawn.The bosun’s mate of the
watch opened the side doors that led out to the bridge wings, so Sluff got out of his chair,
grabbed his binocs, and went out to take a look. Behind them was the San Francisco, not
anchored, but not moving either. Helena, who’d sent them the flashing light message earlier, was
not in sight. Two miles behind the Frisco was what looked like the Juneau. She and Atlanta were
the same class, designated as antiaircraft light cruisers, mounting eight twin-barreled five-inch
mounts, six in line, three forward, three aft, and two more on the hip. He was pretty sure he was
looking at Juneau because he could see the sag the exec had been talking about. There was a
hundred-foot-long black smudge along her port side where the torpedo had gone off. He
realized that, if he could see that sag in her hull from here, she was not likely to make the trip
back to safety at Nouméa, some six hundred sea miles away.He looked around for the Atlanta,
but couldn’t find her. Then he saw a small swarm of boats congregating in an area closer to
shore, where there seemed to be a cloud of steam, light smoke, and disturbed water, about one
mile inshore of Juneau. Good grief, he thought, has she gone down? He looked hard to see what
they were doing over there, but the lenses were so badly fogged he couldn’t make out anything.



He stepped back in and called the signal bridge on the bitch-box.“Where’s Atlanta?” he
demanded.“She went down about five minutes ago, Cap’n,” Chief Hawkins replied. “Just before
that squall came in on us. Turned turtle, and then disappeared. They’d been taking people off for
an hour, so…”“Damn,” he said. “Okay, so is Helena still within flashing-light range?”There was a
moment’s pause, and then the chief said yes, although she was hull-down on the southeastern
horizon.“Wilco his last visual signal to us, if you can raise her.”The chief acknowledged. “Wilco”
was short for “I will comply,” which was a message that only a ship’s captain could send. “Wilco”
told the boss that the captain had seen and understood the order, and that his ship was able to
carry it out.Combat came up with a course for Tulagi Harbor, and the ship turned northeast to go
find some fuel oil. As they came out from under the lee of Lunga Point, they saw the Cactus dive-
bombers working over something large just beyond Savo Island. Whatever their target was, she
was still capable of shooting back, as the sky filled with black puffs of AA smoke. It was good to
know that the Japs had some cripples out there, too.The exec came up to the bridge from the
Combat Information Center, two decks below. The ship was still at general quarters, and Sluff
intended to keep the ship at GQ until they made it into Tulagi Harbor. It was only twelve miles
from Guadalcanal’s Lunga Point to Tulagi, but he felt pretty exposed out there in the sound. The
Jap air forces could come in at any time after sunrise, looking for the cripples, and he did not
want to get caught napping if they did. General quarters meant the bridge was crowded with
extra people: GQ phone-talkers, the officer of the deck and the junior officer of the deck, all the
quartermasters, extra lookouts, with everyone dressed out in a steel helmet, a kapok life jacket,
and personal battle-dressing medical kits. There wasn’t much noise as there wasn’t anything
happening, yet, and he’d clamped down on unnecessary chitchat on the sound-powered phone
circuits that spread throughout the ship like nerve bundles.“Officer of the deck, increase speed
to twenty-seven knots,” Sluff ordered. “Broad weave.”“Speed two seven, broad weave aye, sir,”
the OOD replied, and then gave the orders to the lee helmsman. Sluff could almost feel her jump
when the snipes opened the main steam throttles and poured on the oil. Normally he’d make a
transit at a more economical speed, but if they were going for fuel, why not get over there in a
hurry? Twenty-seven knots and the broad weave also made it harder for any lurking Jap subs to
set up a good solution.“Atlanta’s gone,” Sluff said to the exec, who was standing next to his
captain’s chair.“I heard,” Bob said. “Gotta wonder what were they thinking, putting light AA
cruisers in the line against Jap battleships.”“Yeah,” Sluff said, quietly. “You see the signal from
Helena?”“Yes, sir,” the exec said. “A battleship formation. That means that what happened last
night isn’t over.”“Precisely,” Sluff said. “The Japs are trying to get a bombardment group down
here to smash the Marines’ airfield once and for all. As long as the Cactus air force is intact, they
can’t resupply their army guys on the ’Canal.”At that moment, they both heard the sound of very
large shells coming in, making a heavy, sheet-ripping, wa-wa-wa sound as they rotated out of
the sky and smashed into the sea around them, raising bright green waterspouts a hundred feet
into the air.“Right full rudder,” Sluff shouted, jumping out of his chair. “Captain has the conn.”The
ship heeled to port as she cut her way around from an east-northeast heading toward Florida



Island to due south. “What the hell was that?!” Bob said, hanging on to the bridge counter as the
ship’s heel increased.“Steady one eight zero, then broad weave again,” Sluff ordered. He turned
to the exec. “That’s that wounded Jap battlewagon.”“Ain’t wounded nowhere enough,” the
bosun’s mate of the watch observed, as another four-gun salvo came howling in from the
northwest, raising four thundering waterspouts in their wake.Amen to that, Sluff thought, as he
silently urged his ship to open the range, and now would be nice. Battleships could shoot three-
thousand-pound shells from sixteen to twenty miles, and he had no idea how far away that Jap
was. He ordered another sharp course change to the east, keyed the bitch-box, and asked
Combat for a range to the battleship.“He’s not showing on radar, Cap’n. He’s probably up there
north of Savo Island, in the island’s radar shadow.”“How far is that?” Sluff asked.“Twenty-eight
thousand yards, Cap’n.” Fourteen miles, Sluff thought. Still too close.Then the incoming ceased.
The signal bridge gang, using their big-eyes telescopes, had finally spotted the battleship.
“There’s a crowd of dive-bombers over Savo,” the chief reported. “Looks like they’re goin’ after
that sumbitch.”Sluff felt a wave of relief. None too soon, he thought. One fourteen-inch-shell hit
could break J. B. King into little-bitty pieces.He ordered the officer of the deck to take the conn
and resume the course for Tulagi. The exec went to the chart table to confirm the proper
heading. Sluff sensed the crewmen on the bridge exhaling after seeing those monstrous shell
splashes rising up like watery giants all around them. Talons of doom, reaching for them, by
name. Some of the younger sailors were joking about getting away from a Jap battleship.Wait
until tonight, Sluff thought. This grudge match isn’t over. Somewhere out there was another Jap
battleship, with friends.TWOGuadalcanalA chorus of “Captain’s on the bridge” greeted him as
he stepped through the pilothouse door. He refilled his coffee mug from the chart-table coffeepot
and then went over to his captain’s chair on the starboard side of the bridge. Outside, it had
begun to rain again, a heavy South Pacific squall that drummed on the overhead and made
conversation pointless and visibility impossible. The only benefit was that these heavy showers
washed the paint-eating salt and boiler soot off the weather decks. Sunrise was a half hour away,
but the tropical dawn made the ship plenty visible should Jap torpedo bombers appear out of the
rain clouds.“Where’s XO?” he asked.“Gone down to Combat,” the officer of the deck, Lieutenant
Junior Grade Heimbach, replied.He reread the visual signal: J. B. King detached first light.
Proceed RDVU with TF 64, est. posit. 80 miles west of Cape Esperance. Report for screening
duty NLT 1800K. Maintain strict radio silence. Advise CTF 64 fuel and ammo status en route.
Hoover sends. Acknowledge.Sluff didn’t know the complete composition of Task Force 64, so he
called down to Combat on the bitch-box and asked them to look it up. Then he called the chief
engineer to get a fuel report. They’d topped off before leaving Nouméa, and the transit to Cactus
had been done at a relatively slow twelve knots to accommodate the transports, so they should
be at 80-something percent. The engineer, Lieutenant Cliff Harper, called back and reported 80
percent on the nose.Sluff considered that number. They were ten miles south and east of Cape
Esperance, so a ninety-mile transit to the rendezvous, assuming the big guys showed up on
time. That meant they would join up at something less than 80 percent. On the other hand, there



were fuel barges only about twelve miles away in the harbor of Tulagi. J. B. King didn’t have to
make the rendezvous until 1800, so they basically had all day. He decided to divert into Tulagi,
top off the fuel, and then take off for the rendezvous. At twenty knots, it should only take five and
a half hours.The XO called back up to the bridge and reported that Task Force 64 was
composed of the fast battleships Washington and South Dakota, accompanied by just two
destroyers, the Calhoun and the Morgan. Rear Admiral W. A. “Ching” Lee was the task force
commander. Sluff told the XO that they would first divert to Tulagi to scrounge more fuel, and
then head for the rendezvous. The exec acknowledged and said they’d send up a course
recommendation for the drive over to Tulagi, which was an excellent harbor on Florida Island,
visible across the sound.A battleship force, Sluff thought. The situation after last night’s
engagement was bad enough that Halsey had cut loose two battleships from the Enterprise
carrier group to come up to Guadalcanal to revisit last night’s debacle? It frustrated him that he
didn’t know what was planned for tonight, but that was life in the fleet. The big bosses often left
their destroyers completely in the dark as to what the immediate plan was, relying instead on
voice radio orders telling them to go there or to do this as the tactical situation dictated. The
destroyers’ principal mission was to “screen” the heavies. If they were in transit from point A to B,
look and listen for lurking Jap subs. If an air raid developed, close the big guys and shoot down
attacking torpedo bombers while trying not to get run over by the capital ships as they twisted
and turned to get away from approaching ordnance. The good news was that the bosses rarely
told the destroyermen how to do their jobs. The bad news was that the tin can sailors never quite
knew what the hell was going on until it landed on them.The rain stopped suddenly, as it usually
did. One minute, a deluge. The next, a steam bath as the hot steel decks evaporated all that
moisture. Sluff looked out the porthole nearest his chair, which gave him a view of the dirt-strip
Marine air base known as Cactus, which was the field’s radio call sign. He saw a veritable
parade of aircraft taking off, one after another, with their landing lights flickering through the palm
trees as the pilots tried to see through the clouds of dust each time one left, their massed
engines sounding like a disturbed hornets’ nest in the light of dawn.The bosun’s mate of the
watch opened the side doors that led out to the bridge wings, so Sluff got out of his chair,
grabbed his binocs, and went out to take a look. Behind them was the San Francisco, not
anchored, but not moving either. Helena, who’d sent them the flashing light message earlier, was
not in sight. Two miles behind the Frisco was what looked like the Juneau. She and Atlanta were
the same class, designated as antiaircraft light cruisers, mounting eight twin-barreled five-inch
mounts, six in line, three forward, three aft, and two more on the hip. He was pretty sure he was
looking at Juneau because he could see the sag the exec had been talking about. There was a
hundred-foot-long black smudge along her port side where the torpedo had gone off. He
realized that, if he could see that sag in her hull from here, she was not likely to make the trip
back to safety at Nouméa, some six hundred sea miles away.He looked around for the Atlanta,
but couldn’t find her. Then he saw a small swarm of boats congregating in an area closer to
shore, where there seemed to be a cloud of steam, light smoke, and disturbed water, about one



mile inshore of Juneau. Good grief, he thought, has she gone down? He looked hard to see what
they were doing over there, but the lenses were so badly fogged he couldn’t make out anything.
He stepped back in and called the signal bridge on the bitch-box.“Where’s Atlanta?” he
demanded.“She went down about five minutes ago, Cap’n,” Chief Hawkins replied. “Just before
that squall came in on us. Turned turtle, and then disappeared. They’d been taking people off for
an hour, so…”“Damn,” he said. “Okay, so is Helena still within flashing-light range?”There was a
moment’s pause, and then the chief said yes, although she was hull-down on the southeastern
horizon.“Wilco his last visual signal to us, if you can raise her.”The chief acknowledged. “Wilco”
was short for “I will comply,” which was a message that only a ship’s captain could send. “Wilco”
told the boss that the captain had seen and understood the order, and that his ship was able to
carry it out.Combat came up with a course for Tulagi Harbor, and the ship turned northeast to go
find some fuel oil. As they came out from under the lee of Lunga Point, they saw the Cactus dive-
bombers working over something large just beyond Savo Island. Whatever their target was, she
was still capable of shooting back, as the sky filled with black puffs of AA smoke. It was good to
know that the Japs had some cripples out there, too.The exec came up to the bridge from the
Combat Information Center, two decks below. The ship was still at general quarters, and Sluff
intended to keep the ship at GQ until they made it into Tulagi Harbor. It was only twelve miles
from Guadalcanal’s Lunga Point to Tulagi, but he felt pretty exposed out there in the sound. The
Jap air forces could come in at any time after sunrise, looking for the cripples, and he did not
want to get caught napping if they did. General quarters meant the bridge was crowded with
extra people: GQ phone-talkers, the officer of the deck and the junior officer of the deck, all the
quartermasters, extra lookouts, with everyone dressed out in a steel helmet, a kapok life jacket,
and personal battle-dressing medical kits. There wasn’t much noise as there wasn’t anything
happening, yet, and he’d clamped down on unnecessary chitchat on the sound-powered phone
circuits that spread throughout the ship like nerve bundles.“Officer of the deck, increase speed
to twenty-seven knots,” Sluff ordered. “Broad weave.”“Speed two seven, broad weave aye, sir,”
the OOD replied, and then gave the orders to the lee helmsman. Sluff could almost feel her jump
when the snipes opened the main steam throttles and poured on the oil. Normally he’d make a
transit at a more economical speed, but if they were going for fuel, why not get over there in a
hurry? Twenty-seven knots and the broad weave also made it harder for any lurking Jap subs to
set up a good solution.“Atlanta’s gone,” Sluff said to the exec, who was standing next to his
captain’s chair.“I heard,” Bob said. “Gotta wonder what were they thinking, putting light AA
cruisers in the line against Jap battleships.”“Yeah,” Sluff said, quietly. “You see the signal from
Helena?”“Yes, sir,” the exec said. “A battleship formation. That means that what happened last
night isn’t over.”“Precisely,” Sluff said. “The Japs are trying to get a bombardment group down
here to smash the Marines’ airfield once and for all. As long as the Cactus air force is intact, they
can’t resupply their army guys on the ’Canal.”At that moment, they both heard the sound of very
large shells coming in, making a heavy, sheet-ripping, wa-wa-wa sound as they rotated out of
the sky and smashed into the sea around them, raising bright green waterspouts a hundred feet



into the air.“Right full rudder,” Sluff shouted, jumping out of his chair. “Captain has the conn.”The
ship heeled to port as she cut her way around from an east-northeast heading toward Florida
Island to due south. “What the hell was that?!” Bob said, hanging on to the bridge counter as the
ship’s heel increased.“Steady one eight zero, then broad weave again,” Sluff ordered. He turned
to the exec. “That’s that wounded Jap battlewagon.”“Ain’t wounded nowhere enough,” the
bosun’s mate of the watch observed, as another four-gun salvo came howling in from the
northwest, raising four thundering waterspouts in their wake.Amen to that, Sluff thought, as he
silently urged his ship to open the range, and now would be nice. Battleships could shoot three-
thousand-pound shells from sixteen to twenty miles, and he had no idea how far away that Jap
was. He ordered another sharp course change to the east, keyed the bitch-box, and asked
Combat for a range to the battleship.“He’s not showing on radar, Cap’n. He’s probably up there
north of Savo Island, in the island’s radar shadow.”“How far is that?” Sluff asked.“Twenty-eight
thousand yards, Cap’n.” Fourteen miles, Sluff thought. Still too close.Then the incoming ceased.
The signal bridge gang, using their big-eyes telescopes, had finally spotted the battleship.
“There’s a crowd of dive-bombers over Savo,” the chief reported. “Looks like they’re goin’ after
that sumbitch.”Sluff felt a wave of relief. None too soon, he thought. One fourteen-inch-shell hit
could break J. B. King into little-bitty pieces.He ordered the officer of the deck to take the conn
and resume the course for Tulagi. The exec went to the chart table to confirm the proper
heading. Sluff sensed the crewmen on the bridge exhaling after seeing those monstrous shell
splashes rising up like watery giants all around them. Talons of doom, reaching for them, by
name. Some of the younger sailors were joking about getting away from a Jap battleship.Wait
until tonight, Sluff thought. This grudge match isn’t over. Somewhere out there was another Jap
battleship, with friends.THREEFifty miles southwest of Cape EsperanceThe signal bridge called
down at 1630 that they had the Washington’s director tower in sight on the big-eyes. The rest of
her thirty-six thousand tons was still hull-down on the horizon.“Send CTF Sixty-Four a ‘reporting
for duty’ signal,” Sluff ordered. “Once you establish comms, tell him we’re at ninety-five percent
fuel and ammo.”Combat called up and reported they held the two American battleships on radar
twenty-five miles out, headed north at twenty knots. There were three smaller pips out ahead of
the big ships. Sluff scanned the horizon for a sight of the big boys, but as yet couldn’t see them.
Even the horizon itself was hard to distinguish through all the humidity in the air. And that’s why
we paint our ships haze gray, he thought.J. B. King was making twenty-seven knots on an
intercept course that should put her in front of the battleship column. The seas were smooth, the
air was oppressive, and the sun, lower in the west, looked like a menacing bronze disk. Combat
had sent the day’s recognition codes up to the bridge and signal bridge, just in case the big boys
thought they might be a Jap tin can approaching and challenged them via flashing light.Fueling
had been a nonevent until a fleet tug brought the Portland into the harbor. The heavy cruiser was
down by the stern, where a Long Lance torpedo had smashed her rudder and broken two of her
four propeller shafts. Because Florida Island was actually the top of a steep submerged
mountain, the water in the harbor dropped off precipitously. That enabled the Seabees to pull the



damaged ship right up to the bank and then drape her in camouflage netting from stem to stern
to hide her from air attack.King went alongside a fuel barge and topped off in thirty minutes. The
next problem was to get across the northern coast of Guadalcanal to make the rendezvous
without attracting more attention from that Jap battlewagon. They set condition II, which allowed
half the crew to get some rest while the other half stayed on watch. In the event, the Cactus air
forces, assisted by some Helldivers from the carrier Enterprise, had smashed the big ship into a
grudging silence. She was still afloat, but wrecked to the point where someone in the Jap high
command had to be talking about scuttling her. Even so, J. B. King had hugged the coast of
Guadalcanal, not wanting to tempt fate. By the time they passed the vicinity of Henderson Field
and Lunga Point, the crippled cruisers were no longer in evidence, except for a massive oil slick
where the remains of Atlanta lay bleeding three hundred feet down off Lunga Point. Once they
got around Cape Esperance, they headed southwest to find the approaching battleship
group.“Time to intercept a station four thousand yards ahead of Washington is ninety minutes,”
the OOD reported. “Her three escorts are each stationed at one-thousand-yard intervals ahead
of the main body.”“Very well,” Sluff said. He leaned forward in his chair and buzzed the wardroom
pantry. Mose picked up. Sluff asked for a tray on the bridge whenever Mose could manage
it.When a destroyer approached a formation of capital ships, her captain did not leave the
bridge. He wondered when they’d have to go back to GQ. Probably after dark. He sat back and
relaxed, determined to enjoy his new ship’s ride as they plowed through calm waters toward the
setting sun, as the pestilential, dark green mountains of Guadalcanal receded into the evening
mist. There was a swell under that deceptively flat sea, and the ship was gracefully rising and
falling in time to huge, deep, and invisible waves that had probably originated on the other side
of Borneo.Twenty-one hundred tons light, twenty-five hundred tons fully loaded, 376 feet long,
and capable of thirty-five knots, J. B. King sported five single five-inch gun mounts, two torpedo
mounts carrying five fish apiece, a bristling nest of smaller AA weapons, depth charges, and,
most importantly, a Combat Information Center supported by a full radar suite. There were 329
officers and men assigned to run and fight her, and he was still so proud of her that he smiled
every time he even thought about being the skipper.A sudden breeze washed through the
pilothouse, rattling the charts on the chart table and blowing a bluish cloud of cigarette smoke,
coffee fumes, and human perspiration out to the leeward bridge wing, to be replaced by the
smells of the evening meal coming up from the ship’s galley. He became aware of the periodic
thrumming vibration as her twin screws lifted and settled back into that deep swell.“Bridge, Sigs,”
the bitch-box squawked.He held down the talk key. “Bridge, aye.”“Captain, message from CTF
Sixty-Four in Washington: Take station one thousand yards astern South Dakota. Night action
expected.”He acknowledged the message and pressed the key for the Combat Information
Center, two decks below. “Combat, put us on an intercept course at twenty-five knots to take
station one thousand yards astern of South Dakota, second capital ship in line.”“Course is two
three five, Cap’n,” Carl Nelson, the navigation officer, replied.Sluff smiled. Nelson had already
gotten the word from the signal bridge and computed the correct intercept course before even



being asked. What was that famous saying? The difference between a good officer and an
outstanding officer was about three minutes? He told the OOD to change course to 235 and
take station as ordered. Mose came out into the pilothouse, bearing a tray covered by a white
napkin. The ship heeled to starboard as she came around to the southwest to intercept her
station, a point in the water behind South Dakota, which was moving north at twenty knots in the
wake of the Washington.He lifted the napkin: it looked like meat loaf, mashed potatoes, and
green beans. The meat loaf was real; the potatoes had been reconstituted from a white powder,
and the beans canned. He picked up a fork and dutifully ate all of it without tasting much of
anything. He finished with a fresh cup of coffee from the chart-table pot. The sun was now a
reddish disk on the western horizon, and he could just make out the black silhouettes of two
battleships rising from a shimmering horizon. The three destroyers ahead of the main body were
still not visible. He called the signal bridge and asked who the escorts up front were. The chief
told him they were the Calhoun, the Walke, and the Morgan. Sluff asked the chief if there was a
division commander embarked. Negative.A real pickup team, he thought, based probably on
which tin cans had the most fuel. If Halsey had sent his only two available battleships to
Guadalcanal, things must really be getting desperate. The tattered remains of the cruiser force
he’d seen this morning reinforced that notion. Wow.Mose came back out for the tray and asked if
the captain wanted dessert. Sluff shook his head. The more he thought about what might be
coming tonight, the less he was interested in food. He would have liked to gather his department
heads together in the wardroom and brief them on what to expect later tonight. The problem was
that he didn’t know. In all probability, the admiral over in the Washington probably didn’t know
either. Clearly, the two admirals in the cruiser force last night had been in the same predicament,
and now they were both dead.He glanced sideways at the bridge team—the officer of the deck,
the junior officer of the deck, the helmsman, the lee helmsman, the bosun, the quartermaster,
the messenger of the watch, the lookouts on either bridge wing. He wondered what they were
thinking now as the ship closed in on that dark line of ships whose silhouettes were becoming
more and more distinct as they approached. At some point he was going to have to get on the
ship’s announcing system, the 1MC, and tell them what was going on.“Approaching station,” the
officer of the deck announced. The battleships were clearly visible now in the orange light of
sunset, beautiful and deadly, their huge sixteen-inch guns carried low and flat along their seven-
hundred-foot length, their towering fire-control structures reaching over 150 feet into the air. He’d
had the stations wrong, it turned out. South Dakota was in the lead and Washington second in
the line, and this presented a problem: Their orders had been to take station astern of South
Dakota, but that would have put them alongside Washington. The officer of the deck had just
seen the problem and turned to Sluff.“Take station astern of Washington, Mister Heimbach,” Sluff
said. “Somebody screwed it up. And tell Combat the order is reversed.”“Aye, aye, sir,” the OOD
replied. He took a bearing on Washington’s stern, now only three miles distant, and adjusted
King’s course to intercept a station one thousand yards astern and right in the battlewagon’s
boiling white wake.The exec materialized next to Sluff’s chair. “Anything on the Fox sked about



tonight’s operation?” Sluff asked, as he watched LTJG Heimbach conn J. B. King smoothly into
Washington’s broad wake.Now there was a whiff of stack gas on the breeze from ahead,
courtesy of the battleship’s eight boilers directly ahead of them. The bosun closed the
pilothouse’s windward door.“Not a word,” Bob said. “I keep hoping for a visual signal, but
nobody’s talking. We got a radio check from CTF Sixty-Four on the TBS, but that’s it. They know
we’re here.”The bitch-box light came on. “Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air: Corpen zero four fie-yiv
tack speed two-zero.”The OOD looked over at Sluff, who nodded that he understood the
maneuver being ordered. A phone-talker reported that Combat recommended following in
Washington’s wake and slowing to twenty knots when the signal was executed.The OOD told
the signal bridge “signal understood.” Thirty seconds later the signalmen reported that the signal
had been executed. Four thousand yards ahead they could see the lead destroyer turning to the
new course of 045, or due northeast.“Heading toward Savo Island,” the exec said.“And over the
bones of how many ships?” Sluff muttered. He glanced to his right to look at the looming bulk of
Guadalcanal, some thirty miles distant. Like most naval officers, he had never even heard the
name Guadalcanal until last August, when news of the invasion had spread through the
American fleet. There was an entire Marine division there now, clinging to one Japanese-built
dirt airfield while the Japanese Imperial Army fought to take it back.Fifteen minutes later, after
the column was steady on the new course and speed, the red light on the bitch-box lit
up.“Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air from CTF Sixty-Four. Take station in the van.”“That’s it?” Sluff
asked.“Yes, sir.”“Okay, Sigs, roger for it. Officer of the deck, haul out to starboard at thirty knots
and take station one thousand yards ahead of Walke.”The OOD gave the necessary orders and
J. B. King lunged ahead as she turned out of the Washington’s wake and started up the line,
passing Washington, then South Dakota, and then overhauling the three destroyers in the lead
of the formation. The Combat Information Center made course and speed recommendations to
land the ship three thousand yards ahead of South Dakota, taking over the lead position in the
formation.“God, I wish I knew what the hell was going on,” Sluff said to the exec, who’d come out
to the bridge wing with him. The glistening hulls of the huge battlewagons were barely visible
now that the sun had gone down. None of the ships were showing navigation lights, so from here
on out Sluff knew it was going to be a radar game. The two battleships looked like castles of
steel as they plowed through the darkening waters of Ironbottom Sound.“You better get below,”
Sluff said. “Make sure everyone’s had chow and then we’ll have to set GQ pretty soon. I don’t
think there is a plan, other than going up around the top of Savo Island and seeing who shows
up.”“The Japs show up, they’re gonna get the surprise of their lives,” Bob said.Sluff looked over
at his exec in the gloom. “So far, it’s been the Japs who’ve done all the surprising. They’re pretty
damned good at this night stuff. Most of the iron on the bottom of Ironbottom Sound is ours.”“It’s
their torpedoes,” Bob said. “We see a Jap destroyer or cruiser, we have to assume their
torpedoes are already on their way.”“Damned right, so once we determine that they’ve seen us,
we maneuver. Change course. Change speed. Do something—anything—to disrupt their
torpedo firing solution.”“But we’re in formation,” Bob protested. “We can’t maneuver out of the



line without orders.”Sluff shook his head. “They haven’t even had the courtesy to tell us what they
think is going to happen tonight,” he said. “We get into it, XO, I’m going to do what it takes to keep
us alive and then to go after the bastards. You can bet your ass the battleship guys are not going
to be thinking about their destroyers once the shit starts.”“Yes, sir,” Bob said, his voice
neutral.“You disagree?”“No, sir. I like the hell out of that ‘keeping us alive’ plan.”Sluff laughed as
the exec left the bridge and headed for the CIC. The OOD reported that the ship was on station
at the head of the line plowing through the black waters of Ironbottom Sound. His exec was
absolutely correct, though. A warship in formation was supposed to stay in formation until
ordered otherwise. In Sluff’s opinion, however, that’s why there were so many American ships
lying beneath them in Ironbottom Sound. This rigid adherence to formation doctrine gave the
enemy an immense advantage: Once they could see an American formation, they knew that
their fire-control solution wasn’t going to change much, which was perfect for a torpedo
attack.Four destroyers, two battleships, looking for trouble. He stared into the blackness ahead.
The night air seemed to be oppressively hot and humid, even with the sun down. The twenty-
knot breeze coming over the bow gave scant comfort. He looked at his watch. Twenty thirty. Most
of the night actions around Guadalcanal had erupted around midnight. The Japs timed their
arrival at their objective area so that they could do what they’d come to do and then be out of
range of the Cactus air forces by daylight. But what if they came early? As if to accentuate that
question, lightning erupted way over on the northwestern horizon, too far away to be heard but
bright enough to paint the huge steel towers of the battleships looming behind them in a brief,
yellow glaze. That’s what battleship guns probably looked like at night when they started
shooting at you from over the horizon.Change of plan.“Officer of the deck,” Sluff called into the
pilothouse. “Pass the word: GQ will go down in five minutes.”He went to his sea cabin as the
shrill notes of the bosun’s call pierced the 1MC speakers on the weather decks and every space
within the ship. He’d told the XO to plan on GQ in twenty minutes or so, but those distant flashes
bothered him. The captain’s sea cabin was more like a steel box right behind the bridge than a
real cabin. It measured six feet by eight and contained a fold-down bunk, a sink, and a steel
commode. It was designed so that an exhausted captain could lie down for a few minutes while
not being more than three steps away from the bridge. His battle-dress gear hung on a
bulkhead.He used the head, washed his face, then changed into a long-sleeved khaki shirt,
buttoned to the throat. Then came his kapok life jacket, which he tied across his chest with three
strings before he pulled up the two straps that went between his legs and back up to the waist.
There were two tiny flashlights pinned to the bulky jacket, one red-lens, one white. There was
also a police whistle on a cord attached to the jacket’s lapel.Already beginning to sweat from all
the layers, he strapped on his steel helmet with the letters CO painted front and back. He could
hear the tramp of men hurrying to their GQ stations, along with the first sounds of hatches going
down. He bent over with difficulty to stuff his khaki trouser hems into his socks. Finally came the
utility belt, which contained a packet of morphine syringes, a full-sized red-lensed flashlight, a
pouch of battle-dressing bandages, a sheath knife, and a holstered .45 semiautomatic.He stood



up and inhaled, feeling a little like a knight about to climb up on his charger. The gear hanging
from his belt and life jacket was mostly for use in the water or in a life raft. He’d often wondered
about the utility of the pistol, but the idea was that if all the officers carried a sidearm and the
ship went down, there would be some guns aboard the life rafts. That was the published version,
anyway. The officers all knew there were other uses for a pistol should battle damage, horrible
wounds, or a hysterical crewman require it. Unlike in a land battle, retreat was not an option in a
naval gunfight.The GQ alarm finally sounded, almost as an afterthought, since most of the men
were already on station. He could hear the phone-talkers out on the bridge taking manned-and-
ready reports from GQ stations throughout the ship. He took a deep breath and went back out
onto the bridge. The usual chorus greeted his arrival. The OOD reported that the ship was
manned and ready for general quarters. It was fully dark now, with only a faint moon showing
through a high overcast. He went out onto the bridge wing, where he could just barely make out
the white bow wave of the destroyer next behind the King. The battleships, one and a half miles
back, were now lost in the gloom.He went back into the pilothouse area to the chart table, which
was illuminated by a dim red light. The navigation plot showed that the formation was north-
northwest of Savo Island, about ten miles behind them. He wondered how long they’d head
northeast up the channel, called the Slot by the Americans, that ran all the way through the
Solomon Islands chain to New Britain and the Japs’ big naval base at Rabaul, almost six
hundred miles from Guadalcanal. As if in answer to his question, the signal bridge called down
with another course change, this time to the southeast. Admiral Lee, embarked in the
Washington, obviously suspected that the Japs were listening to American tactical radio
frequencies, so he was staying off the radio until the action started. Sluff acknowledged the
visual signal and then told the OOD to initiate the turn when the signal was executed. A minute
later the bitch-box sounded off with a single word: “Execute.”The ship heeled gently as she came
right to the newest course. The rest of the formation would do likewise, each ship turning in the
same spot where King had put the rudder over until the entire column was steadied up on a
southeasterly heading. He picked up the sound-powered phone handset next to his chair, dialed
CIC, and asked for the exec.“XO, here,” Bob answered a moment later.“I think I need to tell the
crew what’s going on,” Sluff said.“Yes, sir?”“So you’re in charge of the Combat Information
Center. What the hell’s going on?”Bob laughed. “Um, well, we’re on course one three five, speed
twenty, and it’s, uh, dark outside?”Sluff smiled. “Tell me something I don’t know,” he said. “Like:
Has the boss transmitted a battle plan of any kind?”“No, sir, not that we’ve seen. After what
happened last night, I’m guessing they have intel that the Japs will be back, and hopefully our
battleships’ll surprise them. But for right now, we’re in the mushroom mode for sure.”The
mushroom mode: in the dark and up to their necks in manure. “Okay,” Sluff said. “I wish I had that
radar display up here, but I don’t, so I’m depending on you and your radar guys to keep me
informed as to enemy contacts and what the big boys are doing. If nothing else, when the
battlewagons start to maneuver, I do not want to get in the way of either one of them.”“Got it,
Cap’n,” Bob said. “Right now all the ships are on station and there are no unknown radar



contacts. Washington’s radar is mounted about a hundred feet higher than ours, so they should
see any Japs first. I assume that’s when Admiral Lee will start using the radio instead of flashing
light.”“Yeah, I agree,” Sluff said. “It’s a pity they don’t turn the destroyers loose to go up the Slot
and see what’s what.”“No squad dog or divcom,” Bob pointed out. “I think the admiral’s pretty
much winging it.”“Sounds familiar,” Sluff said. “Okay, I’m gonna get on the 1MC and do the same
thing.”He hung up the phone and told the bosun to pipe all-hands and then give him the 1MC
microphone.“This is the captain speaking,” he began. “As most of you know we’ve joined up with
a formation of two battleships, the South Dakota and the Washington. Right now we’re steaming
in a southeast direction headed down toward the eastern side of Savo Island. The admiral in the
Washington expects the Japs to come down tonight to finish whatever they came for last night
when they ran into our cruisers.”He paused to take a breath. “You saw our cruisers this morning.
That fight did not go well for us, except for the fact that the Japs turned back when it was over.
But they have to know they kicked ass last night and that our cruisers are not likely to be out here
tonight. What they don’t know is that two battleships have taken their place, so hopefully we’re
going to surprise them when they come. If they come, they usually show up around midnight, so
that’s when I would expect action. Until then, stand easy on station while we wait to see what
happens. Hopefully I’ll have time to give you a heads-up before the shooting starts. I need all
hands who are topside to keep a watch out for torpedo wakes—that’s how the Japs usually start
a night fight. That is all.”THREEFifty miles southwest of Cape EsperanceThe signal bridge called
down at 1630 that they had the Washington’s director tower in sight on the big-eyes. The rest of
her thirty-six thousand tons was still hull-down on the horizon.“Send CTF Sixty-Four a ‘reporting
for duty’ signal,” Sluff ordered. “Once you establish comms, tell him we’re at ninety-five percent
fuel and ammo.”Combat called up and reported they held the two American battleships on radar
twenty-five miles out, headed north at twenty knots. There were three smaller pips out ahead of
the big ships. Sluff scanned the horizon for a sight of the big boys, but as yet couldn’t see them.
Even the horizon itself was hard to distinguish through all the humidity in the air. And that’s why
we paint our ships haze gray, he thought.J. B. King was making twenty-seven knots on an
intercept course that should put her in front of the battleship column. The seas were smooth, the
air was oppressive, and the sun, lower in the west, looked like a menacing bronze disk. Combat
had sent the day’s recognition codes up to the bridge and signal bridge, just in case the big boys
thought they might be a Jap tin can approaching and challenged them via flashing light.Fueling
had been a nonevent until a fleet tug brought the Portland into the harbor. The heavy cruiser was
down by the stern, where a Long Lance torpedo had smashed her rudder and broken two of her
four propeller shafts. Because Florida Island was actually the top of a steep submerged
mountain, the water in the harbor dropped off precipitously. That enabled the Seabees to pull the
damaged ship right up to the bank and then drape her in camouflage netting from stem to stern
to hide her from air attack.King went alongside a fuel barge and topped off in thirty minutes. The
next problem was to get across the northern coast of Guadalcanal to make the rendezvous
without attracting more attention from that Jap battlewagon. They set condition II, which allowed



half the crew to get some rest while the other half stayed on watch. In the event, the Cactus air
forces, assisted by some Helldivers from the carrier Enterprise, had smashed the big ship into a
grudging silence. She was still afloat, but wrecked to the point where someone in the Jap high
command had to be talking about scuttling her. Even so, J. B. King had hugged the coast of
Guadalcanal, not wanting to tempt fate. By the time they passed the vicinity of Henderson Field
and Lunga Point, the crippled cruisers were no longer in evidence, except for a massive oil slick
where the remains of Atlanta lay bleeding three hundred feet down off Lunga Point. Once they
got around Cape Esperance, they headed southwest to find the approaching battleship
group.“Time to intercept a station four thousand yards ahead of Washington is ninety minutes,”
the OOD reported. “Her three escorts are each stationed at one-thousand-yard intervals ahead
of the main body.”“Very well,” Sluff said. He leaned forward in his chair and buzzed the wardroom
pantry. Mose picked up. Sluff asked for a tray on the bridge whenever Mose could manage
it.When a destroyer approached a formation of capital ships, her captain did not leave the
bridge. He wondered when they’d have to go back to GQ. Probably after dark. He sat back and
relaxed, determined to enjoy his new ship’s ride as they plowed through calm waters toward the
setting sun, as the pestilential, dark green mountains of Guadalcanal receded into the evening
mist. There was a swell under that deceptively flat sea, and the ship was gracefully rising and
falling in time to huge, deep, and invisible waves that had probably originated on the other side
of Borneo.Twenty-one hundred tons light, twenty-five hundred tons fully loaded, 376 feet long,
and capable of thirty-five knots, J. B. King sported five single five-inch gun mounts, two torpedo
mounts carrying five fish apiece, a bristling nest of smaller AA weapons, depth charges, and,
most importantly, a Combat Information Center supported by a full radar suite. There were 329
officers and men assigned to run and fight her, and he was still so proud of her that he smiled
every time he even thought about being the skipper.A sudden breeze washed through the
pilothouse, rattling the charts on the chart table and blowing a bluish cloud of cigarette smoke,
coffee fumes, and human perspiration out to the leeward bridge wing, to be replaced by the
smells of the evening meal coming up from the ship’s galley. He became aware of the periodic
thrumming vibration as her twin screws lifted and settled back into that deep swell.“Bridge, Sigs,”
the bitch-box squawked.He held down the talk key. “Bridge, aye.”“Captain, message from CTF
Sixty-Four in Washington: Take station one thousand yards astern South Dakota. Night action
expected.”He acknowledged the message and pressed the key for the Combat Information
Center, two decks below. “Combat, put us on an intercept course at twenty-five knots to take
station one thousand yards astern of South Dakota, second capital ship in line.”“Course is two
three five, Cap’n,” Carl Nelson, the navigation officer, replied.Sluff smiled. Nelson had already
gotten the word from the signal bridge and computed the correct intercept course before even
being asked. What was that famous saying? The difference between a good officer and an
outstanding officer was about three minutes? He told the OOD to change course to 235 and
take station as ordered. Mose came out into the pilothouse, bearing a tray covered by a white
napkin. The ship heeled to starboard as she came around to the southwest to intercept her



station, a point in the water behind South Dakota, which was moving north at twenty knots in the
wake of the Washington.He lifted the napkin: it looked like meat loaf, mashed potatoes, and
green beans. The meat loaf was real; the potatoes had been reconstituted from a white powder,
and the beans canned. He picked up a fork and dutifully ate all of it without tasting much of
anything. He finished with a fresh cup of coffee from the chart-table pot. The sun was now a
reddish disk on the western horizon, and he could just make out the black silhouettes of two
battleships rising from a shimmering horizon. The three destroyers ahead of the main body were
still not visible. He called the signal bridge and asked who the escorts up front were. The chief
told him they were the Calhoun, the Walke, and the Morgan. Sluff asked the chief if there was a
division commander embarked. Negative.A real pickup team, he thought, based probably on
which tin cans had the most fuel. If Halsey had sent his only two available battleships to
Guadalcanal, things must really be getting desperate. The tattered remains of the cruiser force
he’d seen this morning reinforced that notion. Wow.Mose came back out for the tray and asked if
the captain wanted dessert. Sluff shook his head. The more he thought about what might be
coming tonight, the less he was interested in food. He would have liked to gather his department
heads together in the wardroom and brief them on what to expect later tonight. The problem was
that he didn’t know. In all probability, the admiral over in the Washington probably didn’t know
either. Clearly, the two admirals in the cruiser force last night had been in the same predicament,
and now they were both dead.He glanced sideways at the bridge team—the officer of the deck,
the junior officer of the deck, the helmsman, the lee helmsman, the bosun, the quartermaster,
the messenger of the watch, the lookouts on either bridge wing. He wondered what they were
thinking now as the ship closed in on that dark line of ships whose silhouettes were becoming
more and more distinct as they approached. At some point he was going to have to get on the
ship’s announcing system, the 1MC, and tell them what was going on.“Approaching station,” the
officer of the deck announced. The battleships were clearly visible now in the orange light of
sunset, beautiful and deadly, their huge sixteen-inch guns carried low and flat along their seven-
hundred-foot length, their towering fire-control structures reaching over 150 feet into the air. He’d
had the stations wrong, it turned out. South Dakota was in the lead and Washington second in
the line, and this presented a problem: Their orders had been to take station astern of South
Dakota, but that would have put them alongside Washington. The officer of the deck had just
seen the problem and turned to Sluff.“Take station astern of Washington, Mister Heimbach,” Sluff
said. “Somebody screwed it up. And tell Combat the order is reversed.”“Aye, aye, sir,” the OOD
replied. He took a bearing on Washington’s stern, now only three miles distant, and adjusted
King’s course to intercept a station one thousand yards astern and right in the battlewagon’s
boiling white wake.The exec materialized next to Sluff’s chair. “Anything on the Fox sked about
tonight’s operation?” Sluff asked, as he watched LTJG Heimbach conn J. B. King smoothly into
Washington’s broad wake.Now there was a whiff of stack gas on the breeze from ahead,
courtesy of the battleship’s eight boilers directly ahead of them. The bosun closed the
pilothouse’s windward door.“Not a word,” Bob said. “I keep hoping for a visual signal, but



nobody’s talking. We got a radio check from CTF Sixty-Four on the TBS, but that’s it. They know
we’re here.”The bitch-box light came on. “Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air: Corpen zero four fie-yiv
tack speed two-zero.”The OOD looked over at Sluff, who nodded that he understood the
maneuver being ordered. A phone-talker reported that Combat recommended following in
Washington’s wake and slowing to twenty knots when the signal was executed.The OOD told
the signal bridge “signal understood.” Thirty seconds later the signalmen reported that the signal
had been executed. Four thousand yards ahead they could see the lead destroyer turning to the
new course of 045, or due northeast.“Heading toward Savo Island,” the exec said.“And over the
bones of how many ships?” Sluff muttered. He glanced to his right to look at the looming bulk of
Guadalcanal, some thirty miles distant. Like most naval officers, he had never even heard the
name Guadalcanal until last August, when news of the invasion had spread through the
American fleet. There was an entire Marine division there now, clinging to one Japanese-built
dirt airfield while the Japanese Imperial Army fought to take it back.Fifteen minutes later, after
the column was steady on the new course and speed, the red light on the bitch-box lit
up.“Bridge, Sigs, signal in the air from CTF Sixty-Four. Take station in the van.”“That’s it?” Sluff
asked.“Yes, sir.”“Okay, Sigs, roger for it. Officer of the deck, haul out to starboard at thirty knots
and take station one thousand yards ahead of Walke.”The OOD gave the necessary orders and
J. B. King lunged ahead as she turned out of the Washington’s wake and started up the line,
passing Washington, then South Dakota, and then overhauling the three destroyers in the lead
of the formation. The Combat Information Center made course and speed recommendations to
land the ship three thousand yards ahead of South Dakota, taking over the lead position in the
formation.“God, I wish I knew what the hell was going on,” Sluff said to the exec, who’d come out
to the bridge wing with him. The glistening hulls of the huge battlewagons were barely visible
now that the sun had gone down. None of the ships were showing navigation lights, so from here
on out Sluff knew it was going to be a radar game. The two battleships looked like castles of
steel as they plowed through the darkening waters of Ironbottom Sound.“You better get below,”
Sluff said. “Make sure everyone’s had chow and then we’ll have to set GQ pretty soon. I don’t
think there is a plan, other than going up around the top of Savo Island and seeing who shows
up.”“The Japs show up, they’re gonna get the surprise of their lives,” Bob said.Sluff looked over
at his exec in the gloom. “So far, it’s been the Japs who’ve done all the surprising. They’re pretty
damned good at this night stuff. Most of the iron on the bottom of Ironbottom Sound is ours.”“It’s
their torpedoes,” Bob said. “We see a Jap destroyer or cruiser, we have to assume their
torpedoes are already on their way.”“Damned right, so once we determine that they’ve seen us,
we maneuver. Change course. Change speed. Do something—anything—to disrupt their
torpedo firing solution.”“But we’re in formation,” Bob protested. “We can’t maneuver out of the
line without orders.”Sluff shook his head. “They haven’t even had the courtesy to tell us what they
think is going to happen tonight,” he said. “We get into it, XO, I’m going to do what it takes to keep
us alive and then to go after the bastards. You can bet your ass the battleship guys are not going
to be thinking about their destroyers once the shit starts.”“Yes, sir,” Bob said, his voice



neutral.“You disagree?”“No, sir. I like the hell out of that ‘keeping us alive’ plan.”Sluff laughed as
the exec left the bridge and headed for the CIC. The OOD reported that the ship was on station
at the head of the line plowing through the black waters of Ironbottom Sound. His exec was
absolutely correct, though. A warship in formation was supposed to stay in formation until
ordered otherwise. In Sluff’s opinion, however, that’s why there were so many American ships
lying beneath them in Ironbottom Sound. This rigid adherence to formation doctrine gave the
enemy an immense advantage: Once they could see an American formation, they knew that
their fire-control solution wasn’t going to change much, which was perfect for a torpedo
attack.Four destroyers, two battleships, looking for trouble. He stared into the blackness ahead.
The night air seemed to be oppressively hot and humid, even with the sun down. The twenty-
knot breeze coming over the bow gave scant comfort. He looked at his watch. Twenty thirty. Most
of the night actions around Guadalcanal had erupted around midnight. The Japs timed their
arrival at their objective area so that they could do what they’d come to do and then be out of
range of the Cactus air forces by daylight. But what if they came early? As if to accentuate that
question, lightning erupted way over on the northwestern horizon, too far away to be heard but
bright enough to paint the huge steel towers of the battleships looming behind them in a brief,
yellow glaze. That’s what battleship guns probably looked like at night when they started
shooting at you from over the horizon.Change of plan.“Officer of the deck,” Sluff called into the
pilothouse. “Pass the word: GQ will go down in five minutes.”He went to his sea cabin as the
shrill notes of the bosun’s call pierced the 1MC speakers on the weather decks and every space
within the ship. He’d told the XO to plan on GQ in twenty minutes or so, but those distant flashes
bothered him. The captain’s sea cabin was more like a steel box right behind the bridge than a
real cabin. It measured six feet by eight and contained a fold-down bunk, a sink, and a steel
commode. It was designed so that an exhausted captain could lie down for a few minutes while
not being more than three steps away from the bridge. His battle-dress gear hung on a
bulkhead.He used the head, washed his face, then changed into a long-sleeved khaki shirt,
buttoned to the throat. Then came his kapok life jacket, which he tied across his chest with three
strings before he pulled up the two straps that went between his legs and back up to the waist.
There were two tiny flashlights pinned to the bulky jacket, one red-lens, one white. There was
also a police whistle on a cord attached to the jacket’s lapel.Already beginning to sweat from all
the layers, he strapped on his steel helmet with the letters CO painted front and back. He could
hear the tramp of men hurrying to their GQ stations, along with the first sounds of hatches going
down. He bent over with difficulty to stuff his khaki trouser hems into his socks. Finally came the
utility belt, which contained a packet of morphine syringes, a full-sized red-lensed flashlight, a
pouch of battle-dressing bandages, a sheath knife, and a holstered .45 semiautomatic.He stood
up and inhaled, feeling a little like a knight about to climb up on his charger. The gear hanging
from his belt and life jacket was mostly for use in the water or in a life raft. He’d often wondered
about the utility of the pistol, but the idea was that if all the officers carried a sidearm and the
ship went down, there would be some guns aboard the life rafts. That was the published version,



anyway. The officers all knew there were other uses for a pistol should battle damage, horrible
wounds, or a hysterical crewman require it. Unlike in a land battle, retreat was not an option in a
naval gunfight.The GQ alarm finally sounded, almost as an afterthought, since most of the men
were already on station. He could hear the phone-talkers out on the bridge taking manned-and-
ready reports from GQ stations throughout the ship. He took a deep breath and went back out
onto the bridge. The usual chorus greeted his arrival. The OOD reported that the ship was
manned and ready for general quarters. It was fully dark now, with only a faint moon showing
through a high overcast. He went out onto the bridge wing, where he could just barely make out
the white bow wave of the destroyer next behind the King. The battleships, one and a half miles
back, were now lost in the gloom.He went back into the pilothouse area to the chart table, which
was illuminated by a dim red light. The navigation plot showed that the formation was north-
northwest of Savo Island, about ten miles behind them. He wondered how long they’d head
northeast up the channel, called the Slot by the Americans, that ran all the way through the
Solomon Islands chain to New Britain and the Japs’ big naval base at Rabaul, almost six
hundred miles from Guadalcanal. As if in answer to his question, the signal bridge called down
with another course change, this time to the southeast. Admiral Lee, embarked in the
Washington, obviously suspected that the Japs were listening to American tactical radio
frequencies, so he was staying off the radio until the action started. Sluff acknowledged the
visual signal and then told the OOD to initiate the turn when the signal was executed. A minute
later the bitch-box sounded off with a single word: “Execute.”The ship heeled gently as she came
right to the newest course. The rest of the formation would do likewise, each ship turning in the
same spot where King had put the rudder over until the entire column was steadied up on a
southeasterly heading. He picked up the sound-powered phone handset next to his chair, dialed
CIC, and asked for the exec.“XO, here,” Bob answered a moment later.“I think I need to tell the
crew what’s going on,” Sluff said.“Yes, sir?”“So you’re in charge of the Combat Information
Center. What the hell’s going on?”Bob laughed. “Um, well, we’re on course one three five, speed
twenty, and it’s, uh, dark outside?”Sluff smiled. “Tell me something I don’t know,” he said. “Like:
Has the boss transmitted a battle plan of any kind?”“No, sir, not that we’ve seen. After what
happened last night, I’m guessing they have intel that the Japs will be back, and hopefully our
battleships’ll surprise them. But for right now, we’re in the mushroom mode for sure.”The
mushroom mode: in the dark and up to their necks in manure. “Okay,” Sluff said. “I wish I had that
radar display up here, but I don’t, so I’m depending on you and your radar guys to keep me
informed as to enemy contacts and what the big boys are doing. If nothing else, when the
battlewagons start to maneuver, I do not want to get in the way of either one of them.”“Got it,
Cap’n,” Bob said. “Right now all the ships are on station and there are no unknown radar
contacts. Washington’s radar is mounted about a hundred feet higher than ours, so they should
see any Japs first. I assume that’s when Admiral Lee will start using the radio instead of flashing
light.”“Yeah, I agree,” Sluff said. “It’s a pity they don’t turn the destroyers loose to go up the Slot
and see what’s what.”“No squad dog or divcom,” Bob pointed out. “I think the admiral’s pretty



much winging it.”“Sounds familiar,” Sluff said. “Okay, I’m gonna get on the 1MC and do the same
thing.”He hung up the phone and told the bosun to pipe all-hands and then give him the 1MC
microphone.“This is the captain speaking,” he began. “As most of you know we’ve joined up with
a formation of two battleships, the South Dakota and the Washington. Right now we’re steaming
in a southeast direction headed down toward the eastern side of Savo Island. The admiral in the
Washington expects the Japs to come down tonight to finish whatever they came for last night
when they ran into our cruisers.”He paused to take a breath. “You saw our cruisers this morning.
That fight did not go well for us, except for the fact that the Japs turned back when it was over.
But they have to know they kicked ass last night and that our cruisers are not likely to be out here
tonight. What they don’t know is that two battleships have taken their place, so hopefully we’re
going to surprise them when they come. If they come, they usually show up around midnight, so
that’s when I would expect action. Until then, stand easy on station while we wait to see what
happens. Hopefully I’ll have time to give you a heads-up before the shooting starts. I need all
hands who are topside to keep a watch out for torpedo wakes—that’s how the Japs usually start
a night fight. That is all.”
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Donald G. Freeman, “Can't be topped. Written by a Navy veteran.. The history bleeds through
every line. It seems like Deuuterman had the deck logs, afteraction reports, and message traffic
in front of him while writing this. Not too many people have the experience and connections to
write this right. He does BZ Commodore!”

Jack, “Great history lesson. History told well. Ideally it would be required reading in schools
today. But do school administrators and academia care about history anymore. Probably not”

Jeffrey T. Munson, “A Fine Fictional Telling Of The Naval Battle Of Guadalcanal. "The
Commodore", written by military fiction author P.T. Deutermann, tells the story of the naval
battles fought in Ironbottom Sound off Guadalcanal through the eyes of fictional U.S. Navy
Commodore Harmon "Sluff" Wolf.Wolf, a Native American, dealt with racial issues before
ascending to command a fleet of destroyers. During the fierce naval battles fought in the Slot,
Wolf and the members of his crew aboard the destroyer USS John B. King distinguished
themselves in combat. "Sluff" fought with admirals Scott and Callaghan during the bloody
battles of November, 1942, witnessing the loss of many American ships, including the USS
Atlanta and USS Juneau. Wolf and his crew distinguished themselves by developing new
tactics to deal with the Japanese ships and their deadly torpedoes.But "Sluff" was forced to deal
with naysayers and critics, none more so than Halsey's chief-of-staff, the gruff Captain Miles
Browning. Despite these obstacles, he had the backing of Halsey, and "Sluff" continued to
deliver impressive results against the Japanese. However, his luck would eventually run out; his
ship was sunk and he was washed up on an island inhabited by natives as well as Australian
coastwatchers.Working hard to return to American hands, "Sluff" managed to catch a ride on a
PT boat and resume the fight, but now, Browning was riding him even harder than before. Would
"Sluff" be able to resume command of his destroyer squadron, or would Browning succeed in
getting him relieved of command?Although "The Commodore" is a work of fiction, the historical
basis for the book is extremely accurate. Author P.T. Deutermann has done a good job of telling
the Naval Battle of Guadalcanal through the eyes of a fine, believable fictional Commodore. The
reader gets to re-live the bloody battles fought in the Slot between the American and Japanese
navies. The characters are life-like, and the story is loaded with real-life naval action. Highly
recommended.”

Fred Camfield, “This is historical military fiction set in 1942. .... This is historical military fiction set
in 1942. Most people would consider this history. For me, it was when I was 6 years old. The
United States had its back against a wall. Nobody knew what to expect. Our family home was
on the approaches to Fort Worden (that is in Washington State at the entrance to Puget Sound).
My mother was on the evacuation committee - it never came to that, but there was a contingency
plan. Most of the United States Pacific Fleet had been destroyed at Pearl Harbor. The US



Asiatic fleet was destroyed piecemeal in actions during the retreat southward from the
Philippines. Most of the rest was lost off Guadalcanal. The early stages of the war are covered
in Ian Toll's book, "Pacific Crucible."This novel picks up the action at that point. The main
character in this story is the commander of a destroyer sent to join the remnants of the fleet off
Guadalcanal. The events in the novel follow historical events. It was the turning point in the
Pacific where the Japanese advance was stopped and island hopping began on the drive
towards Japan. It illustrates the problem with a spit and polish peacetime navy that is ill
prepared for a real war, and has to adapt to a wartime situation (that is explained in some detail
in Toll's book). There were problems with obsolete equipment and ships, torpedoes that did not
work, poor anti aircraft gunnery (that was true on both sides of the conflict), hesitant
commanders (also true on both sides), etc. The main character in the novel will, of course,
survive as people fall around him.”

EC, “A great read for WWII Buffs!. I originally read some of Detutermans original works and was
not enamored by them. But I have thoroughly enjoyed his WWII books, to the point where I
bought them rather than waiting for them to be available at the library.”

Ghostrider E24, “Excellent book. The book does start out a little slow but begins to move rapidly.
A good hot summer’s day read. Very enjoyable and well written”

Nickshock, “commodore OUTSTANDING. I think Peter Deuterrman is one of the best writers of
naval fiction alive today .I still think his first book was his best about submarines and destroyers.it
is obvious that he understands all the technical as well as the political side of Navy His latest
book is about a full blooded Indian or at least 50 % who went to Annapolis class of 1926 ,we first
meet him when he starts for the Navy Football team Because he was dark and had a nose like
Washington's on the nickel he had a nick name at the academy that having read the book 6
months escapes me at present.We see him in various commands and various battles and his
skill in night fighting against the Japanese long lance torpedoes earns him promotions and also
enemies who resent that he does not look like a tall white slim wasp. he is rather dark ,short,and
built like a fireplugbut he keeps winning battles so that Nimitz and Halsey both like him. when
he again injured and can no longer fight he commands a training command and becomes a
Commodore who is also a Captain . I read a fair amount of Clancy ,Flynn,Bond military fiction
but rarely get as interested in the character as in this novel,I was really rooting for this guy and
knowing it was not a series was afraid he would be killed off in the endThere is a lot of plain
common sense in the character of the lead and how he manages to out think the Japanese
during those battles in the slot”

A J Heimer, “Four Stars. A thrilling book which was easy read.”

achy acorn, “Outrageous pulse stopping action. Fiction yes but probable, different details...real.



And sad. Lives lost, heroes made, and the hell of war seared in....and LIFE!. I finished as
educated and sensitized and thankful. Glad I read it!!”

Bob, “Great writer. Great book, he keeps to the story line and things move rapidly with no side
distractions, sub plots etc”

Hans Tiel, “Five Stars. This kind of books I am always looking for.”

russell mac kinnon, “Five Stars. great read”

The book by P. T. Deutermann has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 716 people have provided feedback.
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